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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE REPORT
Introduction
During 2004 the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute continued its New Haven
program for the twenty-seventh year and embarked on the Yale National
Initiative to strengthen teaching in public schools, a long-term effort to establish up to 45 new Teachers Institutes throughout the United States.
From its beginning in 1978, the overall purpose of the Yale-New Haven
Teachers Institute has been to strengthen teaching and learning in local schools
and, by example, in schools across the country. New Haven represents a microcosm of urban public education in the United States. Eighty-eight percent of
the students in the New Haven Public Schools are African American or
Hispanic, and 71 percent of the district's students are eligible for the free or
reduced-price lunch program. The Institute places equal emphasis on teachers'
increasing their knowledge of a subject and on their developing teaching
strategies that will be effective with their students.
At the core of the program is a series of seminars on subjects in the
humanities and the sciences. Topics are suggested by the teachers based on
what they think could enrich their classroom instruction. In the seminars, Yale
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faculty contribute their knowledge of a subject, while the New Haven teachers
contribute their expertise in elementary and secondary school pedagogy, their
understanding of the students they teach, and their grasp of what works in the
crucible of the classroom. Successful completion of a seminar requires that,
with guidance from the Yale faculty member, the teachers each write a curriculum unit to be used in their own classroom and to be shared with others.
The units are disseminated throughout New Haven schools and, in certain
schools, through Institute Centers for Curriculum and Professional
Development. Both print and electronic publication make them available for
use or adaptation by other teachers in New Haven, and by teachers, students,
and the wider public throughout this nation and indeed the world.
Teachers are treated as colleagues throughout the seminar process. Unlike
conventional university or professional development courses, Institute seminars involve at their very center an exchange of ideas among teachers and Yale
faculty members. This is noteworthy since the teachers admitted to seminars
are not a highly selective group, but rather a cross-section of teachers in the
system, most of whom, like their urban counterparts across the country, did not
major in one or more of the subjects they teach. The Institute's approach
assumes that urban public school teachers can engage in serious study of the
field and can devise appropriate and effective curricula based on this study.
Through 2004, the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute has offered 165
different seminars to 580 individual teachers, many of whom have participated for more than one year. (Please see Appendix for a list of the Fellows.) The
seminars, meeting over a five-month period, combine the reading and discussion of selected texts (and often the study of selected objects and aspects of the
local environment) with the writing of the curriculum units. Thus far, the
teachers have created 1488 curriculum units. Over the years, a total of 86 Yale
faculty members have participated in the Institute by giving one or more seminars. (Please see Appendix.) Of them, 59 have also given talks. Forty other
Yale faculty members have also given talks. At this date about half of these 126
participants are current or recently retired members of the faculty.
The Institute's twentieth year, 1997, had brought to a climax a period of
intensive development of the local program. That had included placing all
Institute resources on-line, providing computer assistance to the Fellows, correlating Institute-developed curriculum units with new school-district academic standards, establishing Institute Centers for Curriculum and Professional
Development in the schools, and establishing summer Academies for New
Haven students. In that year, while continuing to deepen its work in New
Haven, the Institute began a major effort to demonstrate the efficacy of its
approach in other cities across the country.
This effort involved in 1998 the planning stage of a National
Demonstration Project. In 1999 partnerships were established between colPage 2
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leges or universities and school districts at four sites that planned to tailor the
Institute's approach to local needs and resources. Implementation grants were
awarded to four new Teachers Institutes — in Pittsburgh (Chatham College
and Carnegie Mellon University), Houston (University of Houston),
Albuquerque (University of New Mexico), and Santa Ana (University of
California at Irvine). These grants enabled them to work with the Yale-New
Haven Teachers Institute for a period of three years, from 1999 through 2001.
In 2002-03 the Institute's work on the national level was notably assisted
by an extension of the support for the National Demonstration Project by the
Wallace Foundation and a grant for 2002-2003 by the Jessie Ball duPont Fund.
This support enabled the two-year Preparation Phase of the Yale National
Initiative to be brought to completion. The Preparation Phase included
Research and Planning Grants for the Pittsburgh Teachers Institute and the
Houston Teachers Institute, which have significantly contributed to the evaluation of the Teachers Institute approach. The Preparation Phase enabled the
Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute to collate and analyze data from the questionnaires and surveys conducted during the National Demonstration Project,
establish a Web site for the Yale National Initiative, and prepare the
"Understandings" and "Necessary Procedures" that serve as basis for membership in a new League of Teachers Institutes. The Preparation Phase made possible a summary evaluation of the National Demonstration Project by Rogers
M. Smith and other researchers at the University of Pennsylvania, and culminated in 2004 with the announcement of the Yale National Initiative to
strengthen teaching in public schools in states throughout the country.
Also in 2004 United States Senators Joseph Lieberman and Christopher
Dodd of Connecticut and Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro of New Haven first
introduced in the Congress the Teacher Professional Development Institutes
Act. This legislation, which complements the No Child Left Behind Act's provisions for teacher quality, would make possible, as part of the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act, the establishment and sustaining over five years
of as many as 40 additional Teachers Institutes in states throughout the country. These Institutes would be modeled on the Yale-New Haven Teachers
Institute. Passage of this legislation would provide a tremendous boost to the
Yale Initiative.
This report discusses the two complementary areas of activity undertaken by the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute in 2004. During the year the
Institute published a new booklet containing the Steps, Understandings and
Necessary Procedures for establishing a Teachers Institute. This booklet, and
considerable other material on the National Initiative, were made available on
a new Initiative Web site, also developed and made public during 2004.
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The Program in New Haven
This section of the report covers the offerings, organization, and operation of
the Institute's 2004 program for the New Haven teachers who participated as
Fellows. It draws extensively upon the evaluations written by Fellows and
seminar leaders at the conclusion of their participation. The report here documents teacher interest in Institute seminars, as well as the content of the seminars that have been offered, the application and admissions process, the participants' experience in the program, and the preparation for 2005 offerings.
With respect to program development, it describes the maintaining of Institute
Centers for Curriculum and Professional Development in the schools, and the
involvement of new teachers as Fellows. It sets forth the structure and activities of the local advisory groups; and it outlines the process of local documentation and evaluation.
We hope that this section of the report will be of interest to all those who
assist in supporting, maintaining, and expanding the program in New Haven.
We hope that its account of our local procedures may continue to prove useful
to those who have established new Teachers Institutes, and to those at other
sites who are contemplating the establishment of such Institutes.

The Institute Web Sites
The Web site of the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute makes available electronic versions of the Institute's publications — including the volumes of curriculum units and essays and other materials concerning the Institute's work.
(The address is http://www.yale.edu/ynhti/.) The Web site is important for New
Haven teachers; it played a key role during the National Demonstration
Project; and that role has grown as the Yale National Initiative proceeds. The
Web location has been advertised prominently on the cover of On Common
Ground, which contains articles regarding school-university partnerships and
is intended for a national audience.
The Web site of the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute may also now be
accessed through the Web site of the Yale National Initiative, the address for
which is http://teachers.yale.edu. The National Web site contains publications,
video programs, news and other information about the Initiative and the
League of Teachers Institutes, as well as links to Institutes in other cities and
curricular resources from seminars in those cities in addition to New Haven.

Financial Plans
A final section of the report sets forth the current financial planning with
respect to both the New Haven program and the next phases of the Yale
National Initiative.
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THE PROGRAM IN NEW HAVEN
The Seminars and Curriculum Units
From its inception, a tenet of the Institute's approach has been to determine its
offerings annually in response to the needs for further preparation and curriculum development that the teachers themselves identify. In 2004 this process, as
described later in the report, resulted in the presentation of five seminars, three
in the humanities and two in the sciences.
The seminars were assisted by a contribution from the New Haven Public
Schools. With major support from endowment revenues the Institute offered
the following three seminars in the humanities:
"The Supreme Court in American Political History,"
led by Robert A. Burt, Alexander M. Bickel Professor of Law
"Children's Literature, from Infancy to Adolescence,"
led by Paul H. Fry, William Lampson Professor of English
"Representations of American Culture, 1760-1960: Art and Literature,"
led by Alexander Nemerov, Professor of History of Art and of American Studies
With support from the Sherman Fairchild Foundation and funds from the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute grant to Yale the Institute offered the following two seminars in the sciences and mathematics:
"Energy, Engines, and the Environment,"
led by Alessandro Gomez, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
"Keeping the Meaning in Mathematics: The Craft of Word Problems,"
led by Roger E. Howe, William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of Mathematics
The following overview of the work in the seminars is based on the
descriptions circulated in advance by the seminar leaders, the Guide to
Curriculum Units, 2004, and the curriculum units themselves. Each Fellow
has prepared a curriculum unit that she or he will use in a specific classroom.
Each Fellow also has been asked to indicate the subjects and grade levels for
which other teachers might find the curriculum unit to be appropriate.

The Supreme Court in American Political History
This seminar's premise was that while the Supreme Court has played a significant role in American political history, there is considerable dispute about its
rulings' actual practical effects, about their desirability, and about their democratic legitimacy. The seminar examined landmark Court decisions over the
Page 5
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past two centuries. Participants considered Marbury v. Madison (1803), the
foundational ruling for judicial authority; Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857), which
attempted to rebuff Northern attacks on slavery and, many would say, helped
to provoke the Civil War; Brown v. Board of Education (1954), which overturned state-sponsored race discrimination and, many would say, precipitated
the modern Civil Rights movement; Roe v. Wade (1973), which invalidated
state abortion restrictions and fueled a continuing national political and social
controversy; Bush v. Gore (2000), which memorably decided that year's
Presidential election; Grutter v. Bollinger (2003), which upheld race-based
affirmative action admissions policy in universities; and Lawrence v. Texas
(2003), which overturned state laws criminalizing consensual homosexual
relations.

Michael Marsland

The curriculum units prepared by the Fellows address specific aspects of
the Supreme Court's work. A number of the units directly deal with cases discussed. John Buell explores the legal and political issues behind Dred Scott,
the legal arguments of the case and the public response, for his history students
at the high school level. Sharron Solomon-McCarthy, a middle school teacher,
examines child labor leading up to Hammer v. Dagenhart and related cases.
Other units focus on some other specific area of the Court's work. Peter
Herndon addresses separation of church and state in a unit for middle or high
school students in United States history, government or civics classes. Another
high school teacher of history, Joan Rapczynski, examines the Warren Court
generally. Joanne Pompano, a teacher of blind and visually impaired students,
considers disability rights and the Court. Joanna Ali, who teaches science to
high schoolers, explores reproductive rights, specifically as applied to the

The seminar examined
landmark Court
decisions over the
past two centuries.

The seminar on "The Supreme Court in American Political History." (Left to right: Fellows
Rebecca S. Gratz, John B. Buell, Mnikesa Whitaker, and Thomas C. Leaf; and seminar leader
Robert A. Burt.)
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human cloning controversy. A teacher of high school English, Thomas Leaf
weighs free speech issues in public schools. Finally, two of the units address
more general themes that apply to the entire range of the Court's work in
American democracy. Priscilla Luoma, another high school teacher of English,
probes the cultural significance of the Constitution as an expression of the
ideal relationship between the individual and society. And an English teacher
at the middle school level, Mnikesa Whitaker, applies the language of Supreme
Court opinions as a window on shifting political imagery, with specific reference to the historical evolution of the social status of African Americans.
According to the seminar leader, "All of the units provide a rich perspective on the basic underlying question that we considered in our seminar discussions — that is, the actual practical effects of Supreme Court rulings, the
desirability of any such effects and the legitimacy of the Court's claim to
authority in resolving these intensely disputed issues."

Children's Literature, from Infancy to Adolescence

Michael Marsland

Participants in this seminar read Ann Petry and Mildred Taylor titles, together
with Sandra Cisneros and Tony Johnston among recent authors; but for the most
part they read a sampling of British and French as well as American "classics"
for all ages, including the very young. Selections included Little Women, Alice
in Wonderland, and traditional fairy tales and folk tales by Grimm, Andersen,
Perrault, and others. The seminar devoted a week to infants and the very young,
with materials such as Mother Goose, Good-Night, Moon, and The Velveteen
Rabbit. Other titles included: Uncle Remus, The Secret Garden, The Wizard of
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The seminar on "Children's Literature, from Infancy to Adolescence." (Left to right: Seminar
leader Paul H. Fry and Fellows Martha C. Cavalieri, Jean E. Sutherland, Geraldine M.
Martin, and Elisabeth Johnson.)
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Oz, Winnie the Pooh, The Wind in the Willows, Peter Rabbit, Rabbit Hill (by
Robert Lawson), the three E. B. White talking animals books, some Babar (by
Jean de Brunhoff), some early Dr. Seuss, and Maurice Sendak. Also considered
were: the Hardy Boys, a Nancy Drew, The Boxcar Children, and detection
chapter books from the Cam Jansen and Encyclopedia Brown series.
Participants together discussed the teaching possibilities of these works,
along with their histories, intersections, and syntheses: fairy tales and folk
tales, stories with morals, family stories, children's adventures in the absence
of parents, magic kingdom and secret hideaway stories, talking animals in all
their roles — with the understanding that all these types exist in various voices and registers (from scary to comical, plausible to nonsensical) with varied
appeals, from infant to adolescent. The seminar debated interpretive issues and
approaches: why romance quests are appealing; the empowerment and freedom of the helpless and constrained; role models both supportive and subversive of parents' wishes; the lingering influence of breakthrough texts; supplyand-demand relations between the marketplace and taste; the conveyor-belt
approach that produced series such Tom Swift, Nancy Drew, and the Hardy
Boys; the development of more narrowly targeted audiences; the influence of
the Newberry and Caldecott Prizes — and why the classics of past and present
deserve, or do not deserve, canonical status.
Fellows — all but one working in grades K-8 — produced curriculum
units oriented to their classrooms' needs. Two units concern multicultural fairy
tales. Christine Elmore presents stories from a variety of cultures, together
with a clear taxonomy of what a fairy tale is and how it can vary. Yolanda
Trapp offers a unit on Cinderella stories from many cultures, featuring the
chance to learn from variations on a theme, together with social studies applications. Two units were chiefly interested in the use of children's literature for
teaching behavior and development. Elisabeth Johnson chooses an array of
books that enhance her pedagogical goal of "self-regulated learning," whereby
children come to understand the value of teaching themselves and learn how
to motivate themselves. Dyanne D'Angelo uses a variety of "problem" books
for young children in order to model problems in behavior and socialization,
with strategies the books suggest for solving these problems.

Fellows wrote units
to improve reading
skills and further the
love of reading.

Four Fellows wrote units implicitly or directly extolling the virtues of
working with a single author, or a series by a sequence of authors, to improve
reading skills and further the love of reading. Diane Huot expressly addressed
the question of why children (and adults) prefer to read serial books, with a
ranking of many series according to mandated guidelines, from easiest to hardest. Jean Sutherland stresses the potential of detective fiction for training many
parts of the mind (logic, reading, social understanding, and sometimes scientific understanding), while describing detective chapter book series that feature
multicultural teams of child-sleuths. Geraldine Martin adds her skills with puppetry and ventriloquism to the project of teaching very young children across
the curriculum with Else Minarik's "Little Bear" series. Martha Cavalieri
develops the concept of teaching interpretation skills to below-grade-level sevPage 8
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enth-grade readers by creating a "critics'" roundtable discussion of the Dr.
Seuss books — allowing students to use their advancing ability to think while
unimpeded by their slow progress in reading.
The two remaining units are distinctive. Lisa Omark addresses the Civil
War, emphasizing works of fiction and non-fiction featuring individual actors
on both sides and in all stations, that can supplement textbooks. Finally, Yel
Hannon Brayton, who teaches creative writing to high school students, presents a unit on the human place in the ecosystem with a sequence of bovine
characters (cows, bulls, oxen, bison) viewed through a variety of literary perspectives, with special emphasis on Native American folkways.
According to the seminar leader, "Teachers browsing for ideas will find
[in the volume of units] an incredible wealth of plot summaries and lesson suggestions with obvious immediate applications."

Representations of American Culture, 1760-1960:
Art and Literature

Michael Marsland

This seminar explored major American art from the Revolutionary Era to the
mid-twentieth century, from portraiture and history painting to the murals of
the 1930s and the abstract expressionist painting of the 1940s and 1950s. The
goal throughout was to link the art to American literature, and beyond that to
connect both art and literature to historical events. The seminar investigated
how the rich tradition of American visual culture — from John Singleton
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The seminar on "Representations of American Culture, 1760-1960: Art and Literature."
(Clockwise from left: Fellows Giovanna M. Cucciniello, Waltrina Kirkland-Mullins, Lorna
Edwards, Kristin Carolla, Sandra K. Friday, Sean Griffin, and Justin Boucher, standing; seminar leader Alexander Nemerov; Fellows Jennifer J. Flood and Mary Donahue; and Associate
Director Josiah H. Brown.)
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Copley to Jackson Pollock — can be incorporated into classes on American literature and history. Topics examined included: "Charles Willson Peale, John
James Audubon, and the Development of Natural History in America";
"Hudson River Landscape Painting; Depictions of Daily Life: Pleasure and
Toil"; "The Fact of Slavery"; "The Civil War in Photography and Painting";
"Mountain Climbing and Painting": "New Beginnings in the West"; "Portrait
Dramas: John Singer Sargent and Thomas Eakins"; "Old West and Social
Evolution: Frederic Remington"; "Segregation after Plessy v. Ferguson:
Winslow Homer"; "The Roaring Twenties and Their Discontents"; "Murals
and Pictures/Public and Private/Marx vs. Freud: Thomas Hart Benton, Jose
Clemente Orozco, Diego Rivera, Stuart Davis"; "Abstract Expressionism:
Beauty or Rage?" Among the other artists considered were: Robert Duncanson,
the mid-century landscape painter; Henry Ossawa Tanner, the turn-of-the-century religious painter; Romare Bearden and Jacob Lawrence; Norman Lewis,
the abstract expressionist; and Wifredo Lam, the Chinese-Cuban follower of
Picasso who exhibited his surrealist abstractions in New York in the 1940s and
1950s.
Key authors whose work was read, largely through excerpts, ranged from
Emerson, Hawthorne, Melville, and Thoreau to Douglass, Dickinson, and
Lincoln, from Theodore Roosevelt to DuBois, Hemingway, and Wilder.
The curriculum units
that resulted from the
seminar aimed to
show how to combine
the study of art and
literature in the
classroom.

The curriculum units that resulted from the seminar aimed to show how
to combine the study of art and literature in the classroom. The course descriptions are geared to the elementary, middle, or high school levels, but all feature
an attention to visual art as a key facet of students' education. All feature as
well a belief that close analysis — learning to look attentively at one thing, be
it a painting or a short story or a poem — is vital.
Justin Boucher's unit progresses from basic viewing to a deeper understanding of art in general through various comparisons and guided viewings of
paintings; while the topical focus of the unit (daily life in the United States during the antebellum period) fits into a high school U.S. history curriculum, it
allows for application elsewhere. Kristin Carolla's middle school unit addresses colonial America through both paintings and literature, helping students to
understand religious, social, and economical perspectives. A teacher of students new to the English language, Giovanna Cucciniello introduces them to
documentary photography and how it records the life and conditions of individuals and their communities, with the aim of enhancing students' understanding of how photographs are constructed and how documentary photography can express a point of view. David DeNaples' unit asks high school students of history to analyze art of the period of 19th-century American continental expansion and its relationship to the national identity of that era. An
English teacher, Mary Donahue invites students to interweave skills used to
understand art and literature with the idea of taking charge of one's own identity and becoming aware of choices as an individual. Teaching in an arts magnet middle school, Lorna Edwards presents a supplement to African American
Page 10
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Studies through her unit, "A Bird's Eye View of the Caribbean: Art, Folklore,
and Music." Kindergarten teacher Jennifer Flood employs art in developing "A
Guide for Teaching Black History at the Elementary School Level," with a
focus on the earliest grades. Art and literature, including Ralph Ellison's
Invisible Man, also complement each other in Sandra Friday's unit, whose final
project requires high school students to re-create a piece of art or create art of
their own representing an individual, group or movement invisible to the
majority of our society. Sean Griffin takes his middle-school students of
English on an exploration of Native American history through art as well as literature. And David Reynolds — teaching English at the high school level —
fuses art, literature, and U.S. history of the 19th century.
In the volume of these units, the seminar leader said,
Readers will encounter not only a variety of American artists, writers, and events, but also a number of helpful suggestions about how
to look closely at individual works of visual and literary art. In a culture in which images move past us at a dizzying rate, in which the
instant access to overwhelming amounts of information has never
been greater, these [units] offer an antidote of sorts: the chance for
students (and teachers) to stop and look at individual works of art and
literature, even at specific details in these works. There is a trust
implicit in this purpose. The seminar proceeded with this idea in
mind: that with the right methods, the right patience and praise, the
ability to discern something closely and imaginatively can be a
source of pleasure and pride to students of all abilities.

Energy, Engines, and the Environment
This seminar was offered with the idea that the Fellows would be able to adapt
what the seminar leader called "a scientific and sometimes dry subject" to a
broad student audience, encompassing kindergarten and high school students,
capitalizing on a wealth of both traditional and Web-based resources. Many of
the Fellows had relatively little science background, so there were rich opportunities for learning in a short period of time.
The seminar began considering energy fundamentals. Key concepts
included various forms of energy, work and heat as energy transfer, conservation of energy, and the first and second laws of thermodynamics. The identification of some introductory books and Web sites, according to the seminar
leader, "helped the Fellows wade through this material." Participants then
examined a variety of energy conversion systems, starting with traditional fossil-fuel based engines, such as steam engines and internal combustion engines,
and their cycles. The group also examined a broad range of energy conversion
examples, including recent innovations such as fuel cells, hybrid gasoline/electric engines, solar energy systems and wind farms. The third component of the
seminar focused on the issue of sustainability and the environment from an
Page 11
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energy perspective. Participants discussed pollution from the various energy
conversion systems, the larger context and what it will take to address world
energy needs in the long run.

Michael Marsland

The Fellows absorbed these materials and adapted them not only to traditional science curricula, but also to curricula in social sciences, art and history.
English teacher Matthew Bachand's unit introduces students to the lives of coal
miners through scientific, historical, and literary texts in both print and electronic media. Abie Benítez developed her unit for both English- and Spanish-dominant students participating in a dual-language immersion program that promotes
science inquiry in the early grades. Raymond Brooks' unit, "Simple Machines,
Engines and the Environment," will assist him in preparing K-8 students for the
science fair. A teacher of integrated science at the high school level, Matthew
Cacopardo explores energy, work and power. Judith Goodrich wrote "Industrial
Revolution in America: Exploring the Effects of the Heat Engine on the Growth
of Cities" in order to increase her middle school students' understanding of both
science and social studies. Crystal LaVoie, her new high school's first teacher of
science, developed an integrated science unit on energy and work that could be
adjusted for use in a middle or high school physics class. A bilingual teacher of
elementary students, Pedro Mendia-Landa presents a unit that allows children to
explore and become familiar with different sources of energy, its acquisition,
transport, and how its use affects the environment and our lives. His colleague
Kathleen Rende, who teaches kindergarten in the same school, invites her students to relate the idea of fuel to an engine by making responsible choices about
the foods they put into their own bodies. A high school teacher of social studies,
Ralph Russo prepared a unit, "Fueling around with Energy: A Comparative
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The seminar on "Energy, Engines, and the Environment." (From left: Front row: Fellows
Raymond W. Brooks, Crystal P. LaVoie, Susan S. Van Biersel, and Matthew D. Cacopardo.
Second row: Fellows Pedro Mendia-Landa, Matthew P. Bachand, Judith E. Goodrich,
Kathleen C. Rende, Abie L. Benítez, and Kevin P. Inge. Third row: Fellow Sara E. Thomas.)
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Study of Conventional and Renewable Energy Use among Nations," intended to
promote collaboration with colleagues who teach science. Sara Thomas, an art
teacher, created "Machines: Designing Form and Function" to help her high
school students think imaginatively across disciplines. Finally, Susan Van
Biersel, who teaches special education at the high school level, developed
"Fossil Fuel Sources, Usage and Alternatives: What Are the Options?" in partnership with Crystal LaVoie; their aim was to assist students of varying skills to
appreciate questions of science and policy as they relate to energy.
Concerning in particular the interdisciplinary units prepared by Fellows who
normally focus in the arts and humanities, the seminar leader concluded, "The originality of some of the units developed from a science seminar was inspirational."

Keeping the Meaning in Mathematics: The Craft of Word Problems
The assumption of this seminar was that word problems play a key role in learning mathematics. More specifically, they provide occasions to give concrete
interpretations to the compressed symbolic language of mathematics, and thereby help the student access the power of this language. In this view, the act of
translation, from common language into mathematical symbols in order to solve
a problem, and then back again in order to interpret the solution, is a key aspect
of doing the problem, as important in the learning process as the solution itself.
The seminar used a variety of sources to examine the role of problems in
the mathematics curriculum. Magdalene Lampert's account of a year of teaching a fifth-grade class (Teaching Problems and the Problems of Teaching) was
read as an example of a way to approach mathematics instruction exclusively
through problems. Sixth-grade mathematics textbooks from Singapore were
studied both for their well-constructed problem sets and for a specific highly
effective diagrammatic method of solving a wide variety of problems.
Participants also considered broader curricular issues related to word
problems. The kind of knowledge needed to teach mathematics well, and in
particular, to deal with a wide variety of problems, both mathematical and pedagogical, is explored in the book Knowing and Teaching Elementary
Mathematics, by Liping Ma. The data for this study were gathered through
interviews in which teachers were posed problems situated in the classroom.
The interaction between arithmetic and algebra, and types of arithmetic problems which can be used to promote algebraic understanding, were discussed in
the book Thinking Mathematically, by T. Carpenter, M. L. Franke and L. Levi.
The Fellows who teach at the primary level also found that another book,
Children's Mathematics, provides an interesting discussion of how very young
children approach simple arithmetic problems.
Much of the seminar time was devoted to analyzing specific problems,
both for their own interest, and as part of larger systems. Participants especially focused on understanding how a given topic can be explored through groups
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of related problems. This involves analyzing how the given problems are related to each other, their similarities and differences, and asking how the problems together articulate a given topic, or set of topics. In the seminar, the
process of analyzing connected configurations of problems was referred to as
"exploring the problem space." This was the organizing principle for the units
created for the seminar. Each unit assembles a collection of problems, and discusses how these problems together explore a given topic in the mathematics
curriculum. Each author accompanied his or her collection of problems with a
discussion of the subject area which the problems address, and sometimes with
comments on how the problems fit together or relate to the subject.
Michele Murzak and Roberta Mazzucco, who teach in the early grades,
created sets of problems to explore subtraction with renaming. Jennifer
Ulatowski, another elementary school teacher, constructed a set of problems
with the goal of enabling students themselves to create word problems; she
also provided a detailed analysis of the structure of each problem.
Diane Powers, with a fifth-grade class in mind, provides a sequence of
lessons to introduce students to aspects of percent. Her colleague Sheila Wade
investigates the use of the number line in dealing with fractions and percents.
Another teacher at the middle school level, Joyce Bryant, collected a variety of
problems constructed by her students, as well as some she constructed herself
together with an essay on the importance of problem solving. Carolyn Kinder
devised a set of problems with the goal of advancing student understanding of
the key properties of the basic operations, also known as the Rules of
Arithmetic. Two other Fellows teach middle schoolers. Luis Matos constructed problems which deal with ratio and proportion. Complementing the work of
Diane Powers, Susan Gudas' collection of problems again takes up the issue of
percent, now at a more comprehensive level appropriate for eighth grade.
Finally, at the high school level Anthony Wight presents a wide-ranging
collection of problems which touch on a number of topics, from arrangements
of blocks and counting problems, through various problems of "Singapore
type" and several kinds of rate problems.
The seminar leader said,
Every collection of problems is a work in progress, always open to
adaptation and refinement. The selection and refinement of a set of
problems to address a given topic with effectiveness and insight
may be a gradual process, carried out over a period of years.
Problems may be added, deleted, or modified according to the
needs of a given lesson or a given class. Problems may be selected
from a larger group according to specific needs. It is hoped that
teachers will find valuable material [in the volume of units] for various purposes. One may borrow a set wholesale; another might
select an individual problem. Some may modify some of these
problems to their own needs, or be inspired to create a new set of
problems. All these uses would further the basic goal of the seminar: to encourage use of word problems in mathematics instruction.
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The Process of Determining the Seminar Topics
Between October and December 2003, the teachers who served as Institute
Representatives and Contacts for their colleagues had canvassed other teachers
throughout New Haven elementary, middle, and high schools to determine the
topics they wanted Institute seminars to address in 2004. (Please see Appendix
for lists of teacher leaders.) The Representatives met together twice monthly and
communicated individually with the school Contacts with whom they were
responsible for staying in close touch. The Director and Associate Director of the
Institute then approached Yale faculty members who were qualified and willing
to lead seminars that engaged the desired topics. The Representatives then considered and selected from among their seminar proposals.
In their evaluations, the 2004 Fellows indicated that the Institute
Representative for their school had been helpful in various ways: by encouraging and assisting them to apply to the Institute, maintaining frequent contact
with them, asking for their views on seminar subjects for the following year,
and promoting the use of Institute-developed curriculum units. (Chart 1, reading from left to right, moves from the more helpful to the less helpful activities of the Representatives.) As a result, 38 (76 percent) of all Fellows said in
the end that they had, while the program was being planned, sufficient opportunity to suggest possible topics for seminars. This is comparable to the rate of

Chart 1
Institute Representatives’ Helpfulness to the 2004 Fellows

Fellows indicated
that the Institute
Representative for
their school had been
helpful in various
ways.
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satisfaction indicated by the Fellows in 2002 and 2003 (66 and 80 percent,
respectively).

The Fellows' Application and Admissions Process
Having worked with teachers in their respective schools during the preceding
months, the Institute Representatives met on January 7 to receive for distribution in all schools copies of the Institute application form, brochure, and
descriptions of the seminars to be offered. At this meeting a general presentation of the subjects of the seminars ensured that all Representatives could
explain to their colleagues the purpose of each seminar. On January 13 the
Institute held an open house for prospective applicants where any teacher might
learn more about the planned seminars from the Representatives and from the
seminar leaders, who made brief presentations about the seminars they would
lead and conducted discussions in small groups with teachers who might apply.
On January 20 the Representatives met to discuss their progress in working with
prospective applicants and to hand in their own completed applications. The
final deadline for teachers applying to the Institute was January 27. This date
was selected so that teachers would apply in advance of the February school
vacation. The office would then have the vacation period to process application
materials, and the review of applications could be completed during February
to provide the earliest possible notification to teachers who were accepted.
There are four principal criteria for teachers to be eligible for consideration as Fellows:

Michael Marsland

• The applicant must be a current New Haven school teacher who will
be teaching in New Haven also during the school year following
Institute participation.

The Institute held an
open house where
any teacher might
learn more about the
planned seminars.

Open House for prospective Fellows. (Seminar leader Robert A. Burt.)
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• The applicant must agree to participate fully in the program by
attending and coming prepared to all scheduled meetings and by
completing research and meeting due dates in the preparation of a
curriculum unit.
• The teacher must demonstrate in the application that his or her specific interests are directly related to the seminar as it has been
described by the seminar leader.
• The applicant must also show that the seminar and the curriculum
unit that he or she proposes to write are directly related to school
courses that he or she will teach in the coming school year.
For many years it has been the policy of the Institute to allow no more
than twelve teachers to enroll in any seminar. The small size of the seminars is
necessary both for the collegiality of the Institute experience and for the individual attention that each teacher's work in progress receives from the seminar
leader and from other teachers in the seminar. The Institute has aimed each
year to gauge the amount of teacher interest in order to offer enough seminars
to accommodate almost all teachers who wish to participate. However, in
2004, the number of teachers who applied far surpassed the 60 who otherwise
could be accepted. The Representatives asked the Institute's Steering
Committee to make an exception to this policy and accept thirteen Fellows to
each seminar to accommodate as many of them as possible, without unintentionally diminishing the experiences of all.
During the planning process 109 teachers expressed definite interest in
participating in one of the seminars to be offered. Of those teachers, 44 were
from high schools, 27 from middle schools, 23 from elementary schools, and
15 from K-8 schools. By the application deadline, the Institute
Representatives, assisted by the school Contacts, had obtained applications
from 81 elementary, middle, K-8, and high school teachers in the humanities,
social sciences, and sciences.
The individual application form calls for the interested teachers to specify the subjects and grade levels they teach, the course or courses in which they
plan to introduce the material they study in the Institute, and their willingness
to meet each of the Institute's requirements for full participation. The applicants also write a brief essay describing why they wish to participate in the
seminar to which they are applying, and how the curriculum unit they plan to
write will assist them in their own teaching. Writing this essay is, in effect,
their first step in formulating a curriculum unit through which they will bring
the material they study from the seminar into their own teaching.
The team application form requires the interested teachers to demonstrate
how the team envisions working together in inter-grade and/or interdisciplinary ways and to outline plans for a culminating activity in the school. Teams
may receive preference during the admissions process, and are required to submit a final report on their work together during the following school year. If a
team is not admitted as such, however, the members of the team may be admitPage 17
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ted to the program as individual Fellows. And the Institute encourages all
Fellows to work as informal teams in their schools.
To continue to support the school district's efforts to attract and retain
qualified teachers, the Institute placed special emphasis in 2004, as in the two
previous years, on identifying appropriate ways to assist individuals in their
first year of teaching in New Haven. Connecticut's Beginning Educator Support
and Training (BEST) program requires that new teachers prepare a portfolio —
including extensive lesson plans, videotaped class sessions, and reflection — in
their second year in order to be fully certified. In November 2001 in a meeting
with district administrators and the Institute Director to explore ways the
Institute might support beginning teachers, individuals who were in, or had
recently completed, the BEST program, advised the Institute and the school district. Four of the teachers had been Institute Fellows. As a result of this meeting
and a consensus of the Steering Committee, the Institute undertook a pilot effort
to identify and inform first-year teachers who might wish to become Fellows.
We sought to learn whether the collegiality of the Institute and the development
of a curriculum unit could assist them in entering the New Haven Public
Schools and in completing the required portfolio. Ultimately, twelve (12) firstyear teachers applied to participate in the Institute's seminars in 2002, as did
nine first-year teachers in 2003, and 12 more in 2004.

Michael Marsland

All applications were reviewed by three groups: seminar leaders, school principals, and seminar Coordinators. The seminar leaders examined the applications
for their relationship to the seminar subject. This afforded each seminar leader the
opportunity, as well, to tailor or enlarge the bibliography for the seminar so that it
would address the specific interests of the teachers who would be accepted.

All applications were
reviewed by three
groups: seminar
leaders, school
principals, and
seminar Coordinators.

Application Review meeting. (Left to right: Seminar Coordinators Jean E. Sutherland, Carolyn
N. Kinder, Sharron Solomon-McCarthy, Ralph E. Russo, and David DeNaples.)
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At the same time, the applications were reviewed in the applicant's own
school, in keeping with the decade-old decentralizing of administrative functions
and decision-making in the school district. The Institute's Representative for
each school provided the school principal a copy of each teacher's application to
examine. The intention is to increase awareness within each school of the projects that teachers wish to pursue in Institute seminars, to afford an opportunity
for the principal and other educational leaders to examine the relationship
between teachers' applications and school plans, and to increase the likelihood
that the teachers will have a course assignment in which they can use their curriculum unit. In this review, principals answered the following questions:
• Is the applicant's proposal consistent with, and significant for, the
curricula and academic plans for your school?
• List the courses and/or the grade levels where the proposed unit will
be used; if there are none, state "none."
• Will the applicant be assigned next year one or more of these courses
in which to teach the unit?
• Please indicate any special merits or problems you find with the
application.
When this procedure was introduced in 1998, Reginald Mayo,
Superintendent of the New Haven Public Schools, had written to all principals:
"We believe this is a highly promising way for ensuring that the assistance that
the Institute provides to individual teachers and to teams of teachers has the
best prospect for advancing each school's academic plans." This process
informs the consideration of each application, provides each applicant pertinent guidance, and provides an opportunity for Institute Representatives to talk
with their principals about the Institute.
The following examples of principals' comments on the Fellows' applications illustrate their appreciation of the significance and usefulness of the curriculum units that teachers in their school will be designing.
This proposal will help our students learn more about the scientific
method. . . . Our students are always looking for ideas for Science
Fair projects. This proposal will help them see other possibilities
and also learn more about the scientific process.
Developing math word problems is a strategy that is taught in all the
grades. It is an objective in the school's Comprehensive Plan . . . . It
is especially important in preparation for the Connecticut Mastery
Test [CMT].
This unit will align objectives required for CMT and CAPT
[Connecticut Academic Performance Test] testing as well as meet
the district's Language Arts standards. [This will have] value in promoting higher-order thinking skills that are needed by our students.
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This application is aligned with our curriculum, which emphasizes
problem-solving skills and critical thinking. These skills also
enhance students' performance on the CMT and CAPT.
This proposal is consistent with NCLB [the federal No Child Left
Behind Act] and will motivate more children to read. [This teacher]
has chosen to undertake a topic of serious importance. Her students
will benefit greatly from the new strategies and techniques she will
acquire.
As in the past, the Institute formed a group of teachers who served as
Coordinators to assist with the organization and smooth operation of the seminars. The Director, with the assistance of the Steering Committee, selects
these Coordinators from the group of Representatives who had earlier helped
to select seminar subjects and identify interested teachers. Throughout the year
the Steering Committee helps to cultivate teacher leadership and to determine
the positions for which individual teachers are best suited.
Coordinators provide
teacher leadership
without diminishing
the collegial rapport
within each seminar.

There is one Coordinator in each seminar. They act as liaisons between
the seminars and a Coordinators committee to facilitate the exchange of information and to provide teacher leadership without diminishing the collegial rapport within each seminar. A seminar Coordinator must be, and must intend to
continue as, a full-time teacher in one of New Haven's public schools. A
Coordinator accepts the following responsibilities:
• To work with school Representatives at the conclusion of the application process, to serve on an admissions committee to consider
proposals for curriculum development submitted by teachers applying to become Fellows, and to make recommendations to the
Director about whom to accept as Fellows.
• To monitor the progress of a seminar through observation and conversation with participants, and to give progress reports at weekly
seminar Coordinators' committee meetings.
• To report to the seminar members any organizational information
which should be circulated, such as the schedule of any visitors and
notice of Institute-wide activities.
• To act as a resource for members of the seminar, providing information about unit-writing deadlines, guidelines for writing curriculum units, computer assistance available to Fellows, copyright procedures, and University facilities Fellows may use.
• To be available to the seminar leader to provide information on
Fellows' perceptions of the seminar and on Institute policies generally, and to offer assistance as may be needed.
• To assist with the smooth operation of the seminar by keeping track
of Fellows' promptness and attendance and the timeliness of their
written submissions, and by encouraging Fellows to make and keep
appointments for individual meetings with the seminar leader.
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• To attend and come prepared to weekly committee meetings with
the Director/Associate Director and to take professional days as
needed for the above purposes.
When the seminars began, each Coordinator would participate as a
Fellow in a different seminar. At this earlier point they worked together as an
admissions committee. They met after school on February 2 to conduct a first
reading and discussion of the applications to their respective seminars. They
then contacted all teachers whose applications needed to be clarified or
amplified. On February 6 the Coordinators met for a full day, by taking professional leave, for their final consideration of most applications. They met
again on February 11 to resolve issues remaining in a few applications.

Michael Marsland

During their review, the Coordinators considered the findings of the
school administrators and seminar leaders and made recommendations to the
Director about which teachers the Institute should accept. By these means, the
Institute seeks to ensure that all Fellows participate in seminars that are consistent with their interests and applicable in the courses they teach. The
Institute accepted as Fellows 65 New Haven teachers, 39 in the humanities and
26 in the sciences. One team of teachers, in the sciences, was admitted from
New Haven Academy with the expectation that team members would coordinate their curriculum units and work together during the school year, planning
cross-grade and cross-subject instruction and school-wide activities. A joint
meeting of seminar leaders and Coordinators was held on February 24 to discuss the admissions process just completed, and to review the seminar and unit
writing process and the policies and procedures of the Institute.

A joint meeting of
seminar leaders and
Coordinators was
held to discuss the
admissions process
just completed, and
to review the seminar
and unit writing
process and the policies and procedures
of the Institute.

Joint meeting of seminar leaders and Coordinators. (Clockwise from left: Alessandro Gomez,
James R. Vivian, David DeNaples, Jean E. Sutherland, Carolyn N. Kinder, Josiah H. Brown, Sharron
Solomon-McCarthy, Ralph E. Russo, Paul H. Fry, Alexander Nemerov, and Roger E. Howe.)
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Consistent with the Institute's aim to serve the largest possible proportion
of all New Haven teachers, 30 (or 46 percent) of the teachers accepted in 2004
were participating in the Institute for the first time. Of these first-time Fellows,
17 were in the humanities and 13 were in the sciences. One sixth of all the
Fellows accepted (11 of 65, or 17 percent) were Black, seven in ten (47 of 65,
or 72 percent) were non-Hispanic White, and 9 percent were Hispanic.

The Fellows Who Were Accepted
Fellows came from 27 of the district's 46 schools, including nine of the ten
New Haven high schools, all five of the middle schools, five of the nine K-8
schools, one of the four transitional schools, and seven of the 18 elementary
schools. The Institute first admitted elementary school teachers in 1990; this
year 14 (22 percent) of all Fellows were elementary school teachers - a slightly lower percentage than in other recent years because of the trend in the district toward establishing more K-8 schools. Twenty-five (38 percent) were
middle or K-8 school teachers (including several in the elementary grades),
and 26 (40 percent) were high school teachers. Overall, 19 Fellows taught
grades kindergarten to five, 20 taught grades six to eight, and 26 taught grades
9 to 12. Three schools had five or more Fellows; four schools had four or more,
and nine schools had three or more.
The participants
included teachers
from all stages of
their careers.

The participants included teachers from all stages of their careers.
Perhaps reflecting the effort to recruit new teachers as well as demographic
trends among the district's teaching force, 37 percent of Fellows were age 30
or younger. Overall, 49 percent were 40 or younger (compared with 30 percent
as recently as 2001), 18 percent were 41-50 years old, and 32 percent were
older than 50.
Consistent with the Institute's effort to include beginning teachers, as
Chart 2 shows, two fifths of the Fellows (44 percent, following 40 percent in
2003 and 35 percent in 2002) had four or fewer years of total experience in
teaching. This was twice the proportion of Fellows with that amount of experience during 1998 through 2001, when the annual average was 20 percent. In
2004 one quarter (23 percent) of the Fellows had twenty or more years of total
experience in teaching; one fifth (18 percent) had twenty or more years teaching experience in New Haven. About one half (48 percent) of the Fellows had
four or fewer years of experience teaching in New Haven.
Indicative of the need for the professional development that the Institute
provides, three fifths (61 percent) of all Fellows have been in their present
teaching position four or fewer years. This helps to explain why many teachers say they need to develop their knowledge in subjects that they have been
recently reassigned to teach, or curricular materials for students of a different
age or background from those they have taught before.
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Chart 2
Total Years Teaching Experience for 2004 Fellows

Total Number of Respondents = 48

Total Years Teaching Experience in New Haven for 2004 Fellows

Total Number of Respondents = 48

Total Years Teaching Experience in Present Position
for 2004 Fellows

Three fifths of all
Fellows have been in
their present teaching
position four or fewer
years.

Total Number of Respondents = 47
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As in past years, many of the 2004 Fellows did not major in college or
graduate school in the subjects they currently teach. As Chart 3 shows, in no
field did all Fellows teaching a subject have a graduate or undergraduate
degree in that subject. In five fields — chemistry, earth science, general science, foreign languages, and social studies — no Fellows had a graduate or
undergraduate degree in a field they taught. Only one of thirteen teachers of
mathematics had a graduate or undergraduate degree in that area. Four of
twelve teachers of English and three of nine teachers of history lacked degrees
in those areas.

Chart 3
Number of Fellows with Degree in a Subject They Taught
in 2003-2004

Many of the Fellows
did not major in
college or graduate
school in the subjects
they currently teach.

Chart 4 shows the subjects Fellows taught in the 2003-2004 year of their
Institute participation. Overall, half (53 percent) of Fellows in the humanities
and most (87 percent) Fellows in the sciences had not majored either in college or in graduate school in one or more of the subjects they taught in that
year.
When the 2004 Fellows were asked about the incentives that attracted
them to participate in the Institute, they responded (as Chart 5 shows, reading left to right from the most to the least important) that the most important
incentives were the opportunities to develop materials to motivate their students (92 percent), to exercise intellectual independence (90 percent), to
work with university faculty members (88 percent), to increase their mastery
of the subjects they teach (86 percent), to work with teachers from other
schools (84 percent), and to develop curricula to fit their needs (80 percent).
Indeed, incentives that might be imagined to be important for teachers with
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Chart 4
Subject Taught by 2004 Fellows

access to Yale University — credit in a degree program and access to Yale
athletic facilities — were much less important for Fellows in the Teachers
Institute.

Chart 5
Incentives for 2004 Fellows to Participate

As past Institute studies have shown, Fellows are in most respects highly
representative of all New Haven teachers. So, for example, this year's Fellows
continue to reflect the gender and ethnicity of all New Haven teachers, though
as in most other cities there are great disparities overall between the gender and
ethnicity of New Haven teachers and of their students. (See Table 1 below.)
Similarly, the Yale faculty members who have led Institute seminars generally
reflect the wider faculty at Yale.
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Table 1
Ethnicity and Gender of Participants

Fellows are in most
respects highly
representative of all
New Haven teachers.

White
non-Hispanic

Black
non-Hispanic

All

All

Male Female

Male Female

Hispanic
All

Other

Male Female

All

Male Female

Institute Fellows, 2004

78% 20% 56% 12% 2% 10% 8%

4%

4%

2%

0%

2%

Institute Fellows,
1978-2004

69% 20% 49% 25% 5% 20% 4%

1%

3%

1%

0%

1%

New Haven Public
School Teachers, 2004

73% 19% 54% 18% 4% 14% 7%

1%

6%

1%

0%

1%

New Haven Public
School Students, 2004

11% 5%

6% 54% 28% 26% 31% 16% 15% 3%

2%

1%

Institute Coordinators,
2004

60% 20% 40% 40% 0% 40% 0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Steering Committee,
2004

60% 20% 40% 20% 0% 20% 20% 20% 0%

0%

0%

0%

Representatives and
Contacts, 2004

61% 17% 44% 28% 8% 20% 8%

1%

7%

3%

0%

3%

Institute Seminar
Leaders, 2004
Institute Seminar
Leaders, 1978-2004
Yale Faculty, 2004
(includes tenured and term ladder faculty)

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

88% 73% 14% 7%

6%

1%

5%

2%

2%

0%

0%

0%

86% 63% 23% 3%

2%

1%

3%

2%

1%

9%

6%

3%

100% 100% 0%

Totals may not add to 100% due to rounding.

Activities for Fellows
At the first organizational meeting of each seminar, held on March 2, the seminar leader distributed an annotated bibliography on the seminar subject and
presented the syllabus of readings that he proposed that the seminar would
consider. The Fellows described the individual curriculum units that they
planned to develop. This afforded the members of each seminar an overview
of the work they were undertaking together and the projects they would pursue individually. The bibliographies both introduced the seminar subject and
guided Fellows as they began research on their curriculum units. Several
Fellows noted the value of their seminars' reading lists. One said, "The readings were interesting and valuable. I will definitely use the books again."
Another observed, "The amount and quality of the reading was absolutely
appropriate and served not only to inform the seminar discussions, but [also to]
relate in some way to all the units that Fellows were writing." A participant in
a different seminar called the experience "extremely valuable" and praised the
seminar leader's choice of readings:
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The selections we read elicited effective discussions, and allowed me
to analyze the text and understand its relation to the assigned topic.
The discussions provided me with insight to approach my unit.
Another wrote:
The books that I chose were suggested to me by either my seminar
leader or other group members. We would read these books and
then discuss them. Through our group discussions I always felt that
I gained profound insight. I learned more about myself as a teacher,
and I realized ways that I can improve.
Before the second seminar meeting all Fellows met individually with
their seminar leader to discuss their projects. The Institute requires that
Fellows schedule at least two such conferences as part of the unit writing
process; many Fellows, however, meet more frequently with their seminar
leader. At the end of the program, most Fellows (84 percent) said that they had
ample opportunity to discuss their choice of readings with the seminar leader.
According to one Fellow, "[The seminar leader] was often available after class
to advise and answer any questions regarding the lesson or unit. He criticized
as well as suggested changes and improvements to the unit, revealing a genuine concern for the final work."
A seminar leader also characterized these individual meetings as "invaluable" early in the seminar, when he was able to offer "very specific" suggestions "about the merits and problems" of proposed units. He said, "These discussions got the [Fellows'] units into constructive shape very early — a key."
Another seminar leader observed, "These meetings were devoted primarily to
planning for the units — specifically, choosing and refining topics, selecting
and analyzing [material], and discussing drafts."
During the period that preceded the regular weekly meetings, Fellows
continued their reading, both preparing for the upcoming seminar discussions
and working toward a brief prospectus of what their final units would contain.
At the second seminar meeting, on April 6, Fellows submitted this prospectus,
presented their revised unit topics, and began to discuss the common readings.
The regular weekly seminar meetings began on May 4; thereafter Fellows continued to develop their units in stages, with a first draft submitted on May 25.
The weekly meetings of the seminars continued through July 13, with Fellows
submitting the second draft of their units on June 29 and their completed units
by July 31.
For several years, Fellows have been asked to submit the prospectus,
together with a revised topic of the unit and a list of appropriate readings, at
the time of the second seminar meeting. This allows them a full six weeks to
write a first draft. The due date for the second draft is late enough to allow
Fellows ample time to address the comments they received on the first draft
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“The frequency of
meetings was imperative to the program —
having a seminar at
least once a week is a
must. It allowed us to
have a strong, continuous relationship
with [the seminar
leader] and a
constant ability to
recall the material we
were dealing with.”
—Institute Fellow

from other Fellows and from the seminar leader. A majority of the Fellows
have been satisfied with this schedule and its methodical series of deadlines
during the spring and into the summer. Overall, 78 percent of the Fellows
(compared with 69 percent in 2002 and 87 percent in 2003) thought the unit
writing deadlines occurred at the right time in relation to the school calendar.
According to one Fellow, "The deadlines were appropriate and the Institute
overall was sensitive to New Haven teachers' needs." Another said:
I think that the frequency of meetings was imperative to the program
— having a seminar at least once a week is a must. It allowed us to
have a strong, continuous relationship with [the seminar leader] and
a constant ability to recall the material we were dealing with.
Fellows emphasized the value, as well as the challenge, of investing
effort over an extended period. One said:
My unit and Institute participation will greatly influence my teaching because I spent in excess of three months working on ONE
unit! The sheer amount of time that the Institute allows for unit
development provides the opportunity for top-quality lessons.
Teachers are often crunched for time during the school year, and
developing a good, user-friendly unit when one is not under pressure to teach that topic immediately is an invaluable time-saver.
Agreeing that the experience "will broaden my teaching abilities and
have an enriching impact on my classroom," another Fellow continued:
Participation in the Institute allowed me to thoroughly design,
research, and write a concrete and detailed unit plan long in
advance of teaching it. . . . Once the school year starts, it is hard to
thoroughly do anything professionally. The Institute allows me as a
teacher to develop professionally in a constructive way, as I choose.

The Institute attaches
great importance to
the process through
which Fellows
develop their
curriculum units.

The Institute attaches great importance to the process through which
Fellows develop their curriculum units, and many Fellows commented upon
the benefits derived from following this process — including planning, reflection, and growing mastery of the subject. One Fellow said, "Through the seminar I gained a greater knowledge of the historical context related to my curriculum. I will now be able to provide students with a more solid base from
which they can analyze the texts. I can answer their questions more thoroughly and confidently." Others observed:
This program has allowed me the opportunity to create a wonderful unit for my students. After participating in the Institute I feel
much more prepared to teach about a subject which I might not have
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tried to tackle on my own. This was far less intimidating and I now
feel that I have a firm grasp on this information. It will also push me
to make all of my units as detailed and well thought-out as this one.
I enjoyed hearing what my colleagues were planning to develop
with their units and I think we all valued the content suggestions
made by our seminar leader. I valued his insistence that we "focus"
on a narrower topic when planning our units. He was also quite
adamant about discovering good sources.
The discussion of Fellows' units-in-progress contributes both to the writing process and to participants' seminar experience. One Fellow said she
"looked forward to the seminar every week and gained a great deal of information and encouragement from the other participants. It was also interesting
to learn about the projects that others were working on and how they were
intending to use their curricula in their classrooms." A participant in a different seminar described "a good balance between learning about the seminar
subject matter and discussing our units-in-progress." She commented, "[The
seminar leader] was very knowledgeable. . . and I truly looked forward to each
session. I received sufficient guidance on developing my curriculum unit and
am very pleased with the final product." Another who had "a very rewarding
experience" said "The feedback from my peers and the seminar leader was
invaluable throughout the process of writing the curriculum unit."

Michael Marsland

At the conclusion of the seminars, most Fellows indicated that the program schedule (86 percent) and the guidelines for writing a unit (84 percent)
had been useful to them to a great or moderate extent. This year 58 percent of

“The feedback from
my peers and the
seminar leader was
invaluable throughout
the process of writing
the curriculum unit.”
—Institute Fellow

The seminar on "Representations of American Culture, 1760-1960: Art and Literature." (Left to
right: Seminar leader Alexander Nemerov and Fellows Jennifer J. Flood and Mary K. Donahue.)
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the Fellows said they tried out the subject matter and 80 percent said they tried
out the strategies of their units in their classroom. Of those who did, almost all
Fellows (98 percent) said this influenced what they included in the final units.
According to one:
I have already used numerous items from my curriculum unit in my
summer school classes. I felt comfortable taking my students to the
Yale Art Gallery and discussing a painting with them, which is
something I shied away from in past years.
During the first two months of the program, which serve as a reading
period, all Fellows also met together on Tuesday afternoons for a series of
talks. These talks are designed to expose all Fellows to some of the work done
in seminars other than their own, and in some cases to subjects and leaders of
possible future seminars. Ordinarily, therefore, some current or prospective
seminar leaders are included in this series. Other faculty members may be
invited to address topics the school Representatives believe will be of particular interest to many Fellows, based on the interests expressed during the
months of canvassing the preceding fall.
Current seminar leaders gave three of the five talks in 2004; two prospective seminar leaders also gave talks.

Michael Marsland

• On March 9, Robert A. Burt spoke about same-sex marriage and
civil rights in a talk titled, "Constitutional Law and Moral Truth."
• On March 23, Paul E. Turner discussed the "Evolution of Infectious
Diseases" in the United States and around the world.
• On March 30, Paul H. Fry asked "What Does It Mean to be a

Fellows met together
for a series of talks
designed to expose
all Fellows to the
seminars and to
subjects and leaders
of possible future
seminars.

Paul E. Turner speaking on the "Evolution of Infectious Diseases."
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Talking Animal?" in a comparison of E. B. White's Stuart Little,
Charlotte's Web, and The Trumpet of the Swan.
• On April 13, Alexander Nemerov evoked "The View from on High:
Looking Down from the Catskill Mountain House, 1825-1963" in
a presentation on mountain tourism in 19th-century American art.
• On April 27, Sarbani Basu explored "Solar Variability and Its
Effects on Us," from sunspots to electromagnetic storms and the
terrestrial climate.
The talks were generally popular among Fellows, if slightly more controversial than in the previous two years. As was the case in some earlier years,
criticisms concerned the use of precious time —whether that time might have
been used more effectively in different ways within the Institute. One Fellow
believed "that the talks should be semi-mandatory." Another "enjoyed the
talks" and found it "very interesting to hear different professors speak about
their work," but added, "I was more interested in some of the talks than others,
and also felt that some were more pertinent to teaching and relating to students.
However, they were all very informative and presented new and interesting
information."
Most Fellows saw in the talks the purposes for which they were organized.
Virtually all (96 percent) Fellows said that to a great or moderate extent the talks
provided them intellectual stimulation, while most said they provided a sense of
collegiality and common purpose among Fellows (76 percent). Nearly two
thirds (65 percent) said the talks were successful to a great or moderate extent
in providing an overview of Fellows' work in the seminars. A larger proportion
(87 percent) said that the Institute scheduled the right number of talks.
One Fellow "thoroughly enjoyed listening to the presentations of professors from various fields of study." Another called the talks "interesting, pertinent to teachers, and professionally administered." One who "loved the
Institute" included "listening to the talks" as among the program's "strengths."
Another Fellow, who described the talks as "very interesting," said they "provided a wonderful overview of the seminars offered. I feel this is an important
part of the Institute with the added benefit of allowing us to come together as
a group."
Many Fellows reported that the talks prompted them, to a great or moderate extent, to read about the talk topics (51 percent, equal to the 2001 figure
though down from 70 percent in 2002 and 60 percent in 2003), discuss the topics with their students (55 percent), and discuss the talks with other teachers
(86 percent). In the latter two respects, these figures were similar to reactions
expressed in the three prior years.
As in other recent years, the Institute scheduled an early session on curriculum unit writing. As part of their admissions folder, all Fellows had
received Institute guidelines and mechanical specifications for preparing curPage 31
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riculum units, which outline the Institute writing process and the five steps for
Fellows' formulating, reformulating, and enlarging their individual units. On
March 16, the teachers serving as seminar Coordinators comprised a panel in
leading a session on curriculum unit development.
The Coordinators spoke from their own experiences as Institute Fellows
in researching and writing new curricula. Teachers themselves of the elementary, middle and high school levels, the Coordinators spoke to all the Fellows
about: "Narrowing Your Topic and Considering Your Audience"; "Following
the Institute Process for Unit Development"; "Aligning Your Unit with School
Plans and District Goals — and Using Technologies for Research and
Writing"; "Using the Institute's Reference Tools"; and "Collegiality and
Professional Development: The BEST Portfolio and Beyond." After questions,
the Fellows were divided into seminar groups, where each Coordinator led a
discussion of purposes and practices in writing Institute curriculum units. This
offered an opportunity for the first-time Fellows to learn about the guidelines
and other aspects of curriculum unit writing from experienced Fellows. It
encouraged veteran Fellows to share their experience and allowed all to discuss
how the completed volume of units might display a range of teaching strategies
and contain a standard form of annotation. By leading these discussions, the
Coordinators also identified themselves as being knowledgeable about the
process of writing curriculum units, so that other Fellows might later seek their
advice. An electronic slide presentation underscored key considerations.
On May 6 the seminar Coordinators and Steering Committee organized a
discussion to recognize and encourage the new teachers participating as
Fellows. The new teachers spoke with other Fellows about their experiences in
the Institute and in their schools. The event was an opportunity for the experienced Fellows to congratulate their new colleagues for participating in the
Institute during their challenging first year of teaching, to invite them to seek
guidance from veteran Fellows who had faced similar challenges, and to
reflect with them on teaching in New Haven.

Both seminar leaders
and Fellows
acknowledged in
their evaluations the
essential role of the
Coordinators.

At the Coordinators' weekly meetings with the Director and Associate
Director, which were held after seminar meetings, they discussed the progress
of each seminar and gained an overview of the program. In addition, the
Coordinators met with the seminar leaders immediately before the program
began to provide them with information about the teachers who had been
accepted and to discuss their role in assisting with the conduct of the seminars.
Both seminar leaders and Fellows acknowledged in their evaluations the
essential role of the Coordinators. Nearly all Fellows (93 percent) agreed that
the Coordinators provided teacher leadership without diminishing the collegial
relationship within the seminar. Fellows found the Coordinators to be helpful
either a lot (80 percent) or a little (20 percent) in providing information about
unit writing deadlines; helpful either a lot (63 percent) or a little (35 percent)
in providing information about guidelines for unit writing; helpful either a lot
(70 percent) or a little (26 percent) in monitoring the process of the seminar
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The seminar leaders
met monthly. This
gave them an
opportunity to talk
with one another
about their approaches
and experiences.

Seminar leaders meeting. (Clockwise from left: Director James R. Vivian; seminar leaders
Alexander Nemerov, Alessandro Gomez, and Roger E. Howe; Associate Director Josiah Brown;
and seminar leaders Robert A. Burt and Paul H. Fry.)

through observation and conversations with seminar members; helpful either a
lot (53 percent) or a little (39 percent) in providing information about the use
of University facilities; and helpful either a lot (49 percent) or a little (45 percent) in facilitating discussion of Fellows' work in progress. Few Fellows
found the Coordinators unhelpful in any respect. One Fellow characterized the
Coordinator as "very useful" as well as "very friendly, helpful, and kind."
Another termed "communication between the seminar Coordinator and other
participants" a "strength." A third "felt comfortable calling my seminar
Coordinator and asking questions" about "any number of things." And a fourth
said, "My Coordinator was fabulous in aiding in the process of writing our
units, and making sure we understood [the procedures] of the Institute."
To maintain current information on the program and to address any problems that arose, the Institute Director and Associate Director met monthly with
the seminar leaders as a group. This also gave the seminar leaders, three of
whom were conducting an Institute seminar for the first time, an opportunity
to talk with one another about their approaches and experiences.

Rewards for Fellows
The seminars are the core collaborative experience of the Institute, and each
year most Fellows' comments about the seminars have been strongly positive.
This year their comments again were often enthusiastic. According to one, "I
found it challenging and invigorating. The professor was amazing. He developed an excellent rapport with the group, and I felt confident that I would be
successful because he was attentive to my individual questions and needs."
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Another described the seminar as "fresh and insightful" as well as "fascinating," with the seminar leader "demonstrat[ing] a true teaching experience
because not only did he provide us with meaningful information, he made us
dig deeper into ourselves and look at different perspectives." A third Fellow
observed, "The people in the seminar came with a clear purpose. No one was
there [merely] to fulfill certification requirements." She continued, "Our seminar leader had his own continuing experience that provided us with a conceptual framework useful in addressing the everyday problems of classrooms. . . .
Our experience was both liberating . . . and useful." Another with "very positive" reactions cited "the other seminar members, our seminar leader, and the
unit I was able to write."
In a kind of case study on the Institute's challenges and rewards, one
Fellow wrote:

Michael Marsland

I found the Institute to be a very difficult, taxing, and rewarding
experience. . . forc[ing] me to question my practice, my approach
to planning, and my assumptions about teaching in general. . . . By
forcing myself to deal with these questions in a deliberate and
straightforward manner . . . I feel I am already a better teacher.
Also, I think my unit will be better than it would have been had I
not faced these difficulties. . . . I came through a difficult process
feeling more confident that I am a reflective, flexible practitioner. I
have rediscovered the assets that academic research provide to
teaching which were heretofore neglected due to my competing
senses of urgency to deliver instruction and my focus on how to
deliver the instruction. . . . I have to spend more time thinking about
the context of what I teach — this is where the academic approach

“I came through a
difficult process feeling more confident
that I am a reflective,
flexible practitioner. I
have rediscovered the
assets that academic
research provide to
teaching.”
—Institute Fellow

Fellow Mnikesa Whitaker and her students at Fair Haven Middle School.
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comes in — in order to be truer to my core academic purpose: to
teach the right things in the right way. The second way in which I
have been rewarded is through the benefit of having an entirely new
unit that I can not only teach on its own merits, but that I can continue to refine and shape as my reflections on my teaching practice
and my unit planning process continue to change.
Others said:
The seminar ultimately proved to be immensely informative, intellectually stimulating, and timely. [The seminar leader's] presentation
of the subject matter addressed a wide variety of issues. . . .
Audiovisual and hands-on demonstrations . . . were provided. [He]
adjusted his [plans] to incorporate topics of interest voiced by the
Fellows. . . and maintained an open-door policy to meet with Fellows
at mutual convenience.
[The seminar] offered me an informative and educational experience rife with practical information that will become a fixture in my
classroom. I found [the seminar leader] both interesting and knowledgeable, and he showed consistent interest in how his methods
would work in the classroom. The seminar format worked very well,
allowing for discussion and valuing the input of seminar members.
My experience in my seminar this year was outstanding! I was so
excited with the opportunity to learn again. The topic that I was
studying was a stretch for me, and it was a challenge to write a unit
that would relate well to the course of study. But I really think that
that is what the Institute is all about — the ability to push oneself
intellectually. By keeping up that practice ourselves we can more
effectively encourage that in our students.
The experience was tremendously beneficial both professionally
and personally. . . . [The seminar leader] helped me to gain new
insights from the books . . . and gave us opportunities to influence
what books we read and to influence the course of discussion about
each book, thereby allowing us to modify the seminar to our needs.
I loved writing the unit. It was difficult, at times, to find my own
voice and determine what I wanted to say; I had a lot of trial and
error. [The seminar leader] was very patient as I did this, giving me
valuable feedback throughout the process. . . . In addition, I enjoyed
meeting other professionals from our school district; forming personal bonds with other teachers strengthens my commitment to the
children of New Haven.
My seminar was exhilarating and inspiring. I can honestly say that I
looked forward to each and every class. [The seminar leader] gave us
Page 35
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plenty of methods and techniques. . . and he made himself available
to us for questions or separate discussions, if needed. The tone of our
seminar was wonderful: everyone felt comfortable speaking. . . but
we all remained on task and respectful of the subject matter. . . . This
has been a thoroughly enjoyable experience, and I think it would be
great for every teacher.
The Yale faculty members who led seminars commented on the benefits
they derived. One said, "Meeting teachers was an important motivation for me.
Overall, I was pleased with my group. They did the reading and participated well
in the seminar discussions." He noted that "The units improved markedly over
the course of the seminar, and the final drafts were significant improvements
over the second drafts. . . . I also believe that I learned some things that will help
me support the Fellows' work better in a future offering of this seminar."
Another said, "The top units are first-rate and demonstrate engagement,
commitment, inventiveness on the part of the teachers that bode well for the
future of our schools. . . . I was impressed by the resourcefulness of a few of
the Fellows that took the material and 'ran with it,' in ways that I had not anticipated." A third seminar leader wrote that "Fellows read the material with considerable care; their questions were on point and often penetrating." And a
fourth said his "biggest challenge — and in a way the one that produced the
most exciting moments for me — was the task of bringing the course material
back around to the realities of elementary school, middle-school, or highschool classrooms."

Michael Marsland

Fellows themselves cherished the opportunity to work with other teachers across the artificial boundaries that often separate schools and disciplines

“My biggest challenge — and in a way
the one that produced
the most exciting
moments for me —
was the task of bringing the course material back around to the
realities of elementary
school, middle-school,
or high-school
classrooms.”
—Seminar Leader

The seminar on "Energy, Engines, and the Environment." (Seminar leader Alessandro Gomez.)
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as well as grade levels. According to one Fellow, "I found it easier to collaborate with other educators in the New Haven school district and discuss the
needs of our children throughout the K-12 curriculum. Learning more about
the secondary level also allowed me to build a formation for my unit." Another
called the exchanges in the seminar "extremely enlightening. It was a joy to be
able to discuss literary concepts and topics with my colleagues, share our experiences with first-graders to high school seniors, and compare our differing
school environments." This Fellow identified "both intellectual stimulation
and educational camaraderie" as among the seminar's virtues. Another said,
"Nowhere else in my professional life do I have the opportunity for this
dynamic among elementary, middle school and high school teachers." A different Fellow "was able to form relationships with teachers that I did not know
and we shared our experiences with the students we teach. . . . Also we were
able to examine closely the curriculum at each grade level." And another said:
By far the best part of this seminar was the interactions among math
teachers from grades 1-12 in our meetings. We shared struggles and
successes and often worked on problems together with no distinctions made or needed between elementary and higher level teachers
— the common concern was communicating understandings of
mathematics and developing problems which would allow and stimulate our students to explore and investigate mathematical ideas. Our
seminar became in the best sense a 'vertical' study team or teaching
peer support group which allowed any member to bring a problem or
question forward for critical examination. This activity on a regular
basis throughout the school year would do much to enliven mathematics for students and mathematics instruction for teachers.
Several teachers spoke of the inspiration and unity they discovered in
working together. One said "The people in the seminar were very helpful and
it was a great experience. It seemed to end too soon." Another who said the
"atmosphere of our seminar was very good" observed:
Many of us would stay after and share ideas on how to shape the
units and just how to get our students to do what we thought they
should. . . . These discussions were at least [as valuable as the subject] content. What impressed me most about my colleagues was
the creativity with which they approached their lessons.
The Institute's participants and staff have been asked over the years
whether the co-professionalism among Yale faculty members and New Haven
school teachers, for which the program is widely known, is authentic. The
mutual respect between Fellows and seminar leaders characteristic of the seminar experience attests to the collegiality on which the Institute is founded. One
seminar leader said, "While I contributed most of the general background, the
Fellows were quite inventive in coming up with interesting lessons for their
audience." Another, who cited "the intellectual quality of the Fellows," said all
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"were engaged in the subject matter and our seminar discussions were lively
throughout." A third leader commented that while the academic subject matter
should be the focus of any Institute seminar,
It's also crucially and properly necessary to orient a great deal of
time toward the Fellows' experiences and hopes as teachers. On this
topic they're the experts, not we, and it's in finding a point of contact between one's own expertise and theirs that we realize the ideal
of a conversation among professionals gathered around a table.
Fellows, too, expressed admiration for their Yale colleagues and appreciation of the collegiality they helped to cultivate. One who found the seminar
"highly engaging" said the seminar leader's "style of teaching was absolutely
wonderful. . . . He guided the class to become interpreters. I would definitely
participate in another one of his seminars." Another Fellow called the seminar
leader "a fantastic teacher" who "was always well prepared and willing to
help." A member of a different seminar said the leader's "subject matter knowledge, humor, and personality made this an enjoyable seminar." And a fourth,
who "learned an amazing number of concepts and details" about science,
attributed this to "the wit, expertise, and collegial style of our seminar leader."
Others wrote:
“The seminar leader
raised the intellectual
bar. . . . He was also
quite patient when
working with Fellows
during the completion of our units and
was respectful and
genuinely interested in
discussions regarding
the trials and
tribulations one faces
in teaching today.”
—Institute Fellow

[The seminar leader] raised the intellectual bar. . . . He was also
quite patient when working with Fellows during the completion of
our units and was respectful and genuinely interested in discussions
regarding the trials and tribulations one faces in teaching today.
I found the seminar to be extremely enjoyable and intellectually
stimulating. The seminar leader was always prepared and encouraged participation from the group. He was willing to learn more
about the educational field and frequently asked us to share ideas on
what was appropriate to show our students. . . . I thoroughly enjoyed
working with the other New Haven teachers and felt we were all
encouraging and considerate of each other's ideas and perspectives.
In short, praise for seminar leaders and their teaching approach was common. According to one Fellow, each seminar meeting "reflect[ed] the intense
preparation" of the leader. "The manner in which he showed the [participants]
how to discuss, dispute, and observe" the subject indicates "great skill." A
member of a different seminar wrote that the seminar leader "was sensitive and
knowledgeable about the state of student competency and the challenges of
teaching."
Others said:
My experience in the Institute was fabulous. The seminar leader
was brilliant and engaging. He also had a great sense of humor. He
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came to each session well-prepared and moved things along at a
good pace. He was also very responsive to phone calls and e-mails.
The seminar leader was very supportive and was always willing to
offer assistance. He was also very knowledgeable of the subject
matter but not once was he intimidating or unapproachable.

Relating Seminar Topics to Curriculum Units
Each Institute seminar must balance the complementary and inseparable but
sometimes competing demands for studying the seminar topic and developing
specific applications of that knowledge for school classrooms. The Fellows,
coming from elementary, middle, and high schools, are obligated to develop
curriculum units that have some demonstrable relation to the seminar topic, but
they are free to devise curricula that enter territory not covered in detail by the
seminar. The curriculum units, therefore, have a diversity of subject and
approach that one would not expect in a regular university course on the seminar topic. As a result, discussions in the seminar, while doing justice to the
common reading, can also range widely over substantive and pedagogical
issues relating to the curriculum units. Some comments by seminar leaders and
Fellows quoted earlier have indicated that each seminar approaches these
demands differently as seminar leaders strive for an appropriate balance.
The Institute encourages Fellows to incorporate in their curriculum units
both subject matter and skills that are called for by the local curriculum framework — including a strong emphasis upon literacy — and the statewide
Connecticut Mastery (CMT) and Academic Performance (CAPT) Tests,
administered in grades four, six and eight, and ten, respectively.
One Fellow said the thrust of her unit "is taken right out of the New
Haven Public Schools curriculum guide and is perfectly tailored to meet the
diverse needs of my student population." Another wrote that as a result of the
Institute, "I am better versed in the standards for mathematics and even more
prepared to teach the subject matter of word problems." Another observed,
"The Civil War and its associated standards have long been part of the sixthgrade American history curriculum. My unit will support those standards and
the curriculum content." Others expanded on the purposeful connections
between their Institute curriculum units and academic standards, and on how
the seminar process can support rigorous instruction and collaboration:
I am very enthusiastic about teaching my curriculum unit this coming school year. I really think that my students will enjoy reading
and writing about [the subject]. At the same time I feel that I have
. . . addressed the Language Arts curriculum frameworks through
all of the engaging activities. . . . Since our focus in third grade is
on writing narratives, students will also be called upon to write
their own.
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I will continue to promote vertical teaming by math teachers in
New Haven, building on what I see as one of the most valuable
"unplanned" aspects of our seminar this year. The implications for
strengthening curricula seem obvious. Math teachers in New Haven
are expected to follow set curricular guidelines and to prepare students for standardized tests. Often the year-to-year transitions and
information-sharing about particular student strengths and weaknesses get the least attention. . . . Opportunities to just talk among
multi-grade level instructors would be a great help.
As a result of my participation in the YNHTI seminars I have been
able to expand my professional practice to include literature, science, technology, and political implications of scientific and technological issues. This has helped me contribute to a community of
learners that is striving for both academic and pedagogical excellence. My students have been able to explore and acquire new
vocabulary and concepts that otherwise I may not have had the
knowledge and tools necessary to help them learn.

“I very much enjoy
the seminar format:
reading, lecture,
discussion. It has
become a model for
me with respect to
teaching my writing
classes, and students
respond to it very
well.”
—Institute Fellow

Ultimately, more than two thirds of this year's Fellows (70 percent) said
that there had been a successful balance in seminar between general study of
the seminar subject and Fellows' work in progress on their units. As one Fellow
related,
I very much enjoy the seminar format: reading, lecture, discussion.
It has become a model for me with respect to teaching my writing
classes, and students respond to it very well. My unit has also been
designed with this format in mind. My unit focuses on story-reading, analyzing and writing, which aligns with curriculum goals for
the Creative Writing Department in my school.
After the units were completed in July, they were compiled in a volume
for each seminar. In October the volumes were deposited in the libraries of all
elementary, middle, K-8 and high schools, so that New Haven teachers,
whether or not they have been Fellows, might use them in their own teaching.
As in the past, the Institute prepared a Guide to the new units, based on authors'
synopses and recommendations of the grade levels and school courses to
which their units apply.
The Institute also updated the Index of all the 1488 units contained in the
165 volumes the Institute has published since its inception in 1978. In 2004
one Fellow described the Index as "an amazing bank of knowledge" that is
"readily available to all teachers." The Index and Guide also were deposited in
all school libraries and distributed to the teachers who serve as Institute
Representatives for the schools. A full set of the new curricular resources was
provided to those school district administrators who have responsibility for
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curricula system-wide. The Institute continued to supply units missing from
any collection, based on surveys distributed annually to schools, insofar as the
volumes remain in print. As described below, the Institute has also created
electronic versions that make its curricular resources more widely accessible.

Results for the Participants
Fellows in 2004, as in past years, spoke of the results of their Institute participation particularly in terms of intellectual growth and renewal. Just as the
opportunity to increase mastery of the subject one teaches was an important
incentive for most Fellows (86 percent) to take part in the Institute, nearly all
(98 percent) said that they had gained knowledge of their subject and confidence to teach it by participating in their seminar. No Fellow disagreed with
the statement that the seminar helped with intellectual and professional
growth; two thirds of Fellows (67 percent) strongly agreed.
Many Fellows described the Institute experience — including the
research and writing of curriculum units — as having increased their professional confidence and morale, while nourishing their curiosity. One "learned a
great deal about different strategies that good readers use and activities that
teachers can use to help their students [read]. Not only will I use the lessons I
included in my unit, but also I will continue to read professional books that
describe these strategies and suggest different activities." Another said, "I feel
extremely prepared and confident in teaching this unit, thanks to the information I received from the Institute." A colleague had a similar reaction: "The
seminar fits perfectly with my school curricula. . . . I am now better prepared."
Another wrote, "The process of reading and writing the unit, based on my personal designs and desires, has been one of the most rewarding learning experiences I've had during teaching." Others said, "I have been rejuvenated by this
intellectual exchange," and "I am all fired up to bring the strategies I have created in my unit. . . to my classroom and to the staff at my small school."
One believed "that all of the Fellows in our seminar experienced some
real personal and professional growth with [the seminar leader's] guidance."
Another returning Fellow said,
This year's seminar convinced me, anew, of the great value of
YNHTI for teaching. . . . From our first meeting I was pleased and
intrigued by our professor's leadership [and] depth and breadth of
insight. It was especially useful to have his wide range of teaching
experience and knowledge of pedagogy. . . . Through the seminar I
was introduced to a whole new array of writings and resources from
which I continue to glean much.
One teacher participating in the Institute for the first-time cited a "professional community" among its virtues. Another — new to teaching — said:
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When beginning you spend a majority of time on classroom management, and technique rather than subject matter. The Institute
reminds you that you are part of the school system to teach. You are
not a babysitter. And the Institute's professionalism instills a kind of
pride in your leadership.
Another Fellow wrote:
The Institute experience has caused a genuine shift in my approach:
I will approach my content as a teacher/scholar, whereas I had only
approached the content as a teacher before. . . . I will ask, What is
significant about this topic/text? What do others find valuable about
it? How can I craft a learning experience in which students will
consider different opinions about this text and then decide what
they think?. . . Writing my unit for the Institute taught me one way
to approach this set of questions on a practical (as opposed to a theoretical) level.
Fellows spoke, too, of the access to Yale facilities they had gained from
participation. From the Institute's inception, all Fellows have been full members of the University community, listed in the directory of faculty and staff,
and granted use of facilities and services across the campus. For most Fellows
(80 percent) access to Yale's academic facilities such as the library was an
incentive for their participation, and 54 percent reported that membership in
the Yale community had been greatly or moderately useful to them.
In 2004 the Institute arranged five special campus tours, orientations, or
workshops for Fellows, in addition to the program talks and seminars themselves. These special events, conducted by professional staff of the respective
facilities, were scheduled on the following dates and in the following venues
at Yale:
• March 24, Sterling Memorial Library
• March 31, Electronic Classroom of Cross Campus Library (for
online research resources)
• April 14, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library
• April 28, Yale University Art Gallery
• May 13, Center for British Art
Fellows remarked upon these opportunities. One "really liked all the tours
that were offered to Fellows." According to another, "It is a great benefit to be
able to use Yale University facilities. I am especially pleased to use Yale
libraries throughout the year." Another said, "My ability to negotiate the Yale
University libraries and computer system was very helpful when doing my
research." A fourth Fellow wrote, "The resources of Yale seemed almost
boundless, and access to the libraries, especially the Art and Architecture
Library, made the process of writing the unit much more streamlined." Others
regarded "the opportunity to use the facilities and resources of Yale
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“It is a great benefit
to be able to use Yale
University facilities. I
am especially pleased
to use Yale libraries
throughout the year.”
—Institute Fellow

Fellows touring the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library.

University" as one of the Institute's strengths, and appreciated "feeling a part
of the Yale community."
Fellows see the results of the Institute as extending beyond their own
classrooms, and beyond the teachers who have themselves personally participated in the seminars. Almost all Fellows said that they plan to encourage or
assist other teachers in using the unit they prepared; more than half said they
planned to do so with three or more other teachers. As a group, the Fellows
planned to encourage or assist a total of 147 other teachers.
As in the past, Fellows discussed the more extended influence the
Institute has had, and will have, for themselves and their schools. One indicated that when developing her unit she "had to sit down with my principal and
my seventh-grade team and decide what would be most beneficial to my students and fit the school curriculum." After completing the unit, this teacher
said her Institute participation "will have an increasingly significant effect on
my teaching and school curricula." Another observed, "The standards and
objectives of my unit meet school curricula guidelines, and it is my hope that
other teachers will also find it user-friendly and helpful for meeting their teaching and learning needs." Another said that "having read and reviewed over 20
books" in preparation of her unit, she now has "a greater understanding of the
literature" and "will certainly share my work with others in my school as well
as share it with the [district-wide] reading department." A teacher of social
studies observed, "My unit will specifically motivate me to work more closely with science teachers in order to understand the scientific aspects of energy." A colleague wrote, "I expect to play a stronger role in the Math
Department to promote rigor and higher aspirations among middle and beginning high school students." And another said, "Our school will be impacted by
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the tremendous effort made by three other Fellows to write units on this subject and who are at different levels, [thereby] infusing the seminar topic at all
levels in the building."
One who emphasized his curriculum unit "originated out of a need that
existed in my teaching" said:
My teaching should be of a much higher quality based on my
research and time spent planning my unit. I expect that materials I
gathered and the lessons I developed will spark the students' interest in a topic which many of them are very curious about. . . . I hope
my unit will enable my colleagues who teach civics and U.S. history to present this curriculum in new and creative ways. I plan to
suggest to my [district-level] supervisor that those of us who participated [in the Institute] have the opportunity to present our units
at one of our monthly city-wide meetings.
Another recognized how the Institute will "give my colleagues and me an
interdisciplinary unit to dissect and discuss." He continued:
Through analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of my overall unit
and the resulting lesson plans, our collective body of knowledge
will be brought to the forefront. I am hopeful that my mistakes and
my successes will add to our overall discussion of what constitutes
effective teaching and learning.

Michael Marsland

Every year we are attentive to the responses of both first-time and veteran participants because we want a high proportion of New Haven teachers to

“My teaching should
be of a much higher
quality based on my
research and time
spent planning my
unit. I expect that
materials I gathered
and the lessons I
developed will spark
the students' interest
in a topic which
many of them are
very curious about.”
—Institute Fellow
Fellow Sara E. Thomas teaching her Institute unit to her student at High School in the
Community.
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become Fellows and we also want the Institute to become a regular part of
Fellows' professional lives. Both groups cite their own rewards.
One newcomer, who "was impressed with several of my colleagues'
knowledge," said her participation "will have a demonstrable effect on my
teaching this year. I was forced to remember what it feels like to be a student;
that alone is worth so much." She continued, "I will be so much more careful
in my approach and assessment. I will also be able to teach my subject more
competently and in depth." Another first-time Fellow believes the unit she
developed "will allow me to be the kind of teacher that takes on the role of collaborator and intellectual instigator instead of knowledge-bearing lecturer.
This unit will invite my students to become active learners finding success
through collaboration." Others wrote:
My experience in the seminar was stimulating intellectually as well
as helpful professionally. . . . The obvious strength of the program
lies in the ability to share with other teachers experiences, strategies, and even frustrations. The people that participate are what
makes the program beneficial. Whenever you get professionals
together to communicate their ideas on teaching I think that you are
bound to have good things happen.
We solved problems together, we helped one another, and we
taught each other useful strategies. Our seminar leader kept us
focused and challenged at all times. . . . I learned a lot from the
other Fellows and from my leader.

Experiences of First- and Second-Year Teachers
Among the teachers who were participating in the Institute for the first time in
2004 twelve were in their first year and four were in their second year of teaching in New Haven. As discussed above in the section of this report on the
Fellows' Application and Admissions Process, they were required also to participate in the Beginning Educator Support and Training (BEST) program of
the State of Connecticut.
In 2004 the Institute concluded a three-year pilot effort better to involve and
support individuals in their first or second year of teaching. During that period, 47
such teachers were accepted as Fellows. Thirty-six of them (77) percent, completed the Institute successfully — precisely the same proportion of all Fellows (140 of
182) who finished the program successfully during that period. The results of the
pilot encouraged the Steering Committee to conclude that in the future the
Institute should not hesitate to urge beginning teachers to apply to participate.
The Committee reached this decision after evaluating in several ways the
Institute experiences of teachers in their first or second year. The Institute:
• reviewed their responses collectively to the annual Fellow questionnaire for all Fellows during 2002 through 2004;
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• compared in particular the responses of first-year teachers who were
Fellows to the responses of other Fellows during that period; and
• examined how first- and second-year teachers responded to additional questions we posed in 2003 and 2004.
The Steering Committee also asked individuals new to teaching who were
Fellows during 2002 through 2004 to fill out a special, onetime survey, which
the Committee had developed, based in part on new teachers' responses to
open-ended questions in the Fellows questionnaire. The Institute circulated
this survey to new teachers who became Fellows in that period, whether or not
they actually completed the program. (In contrast to the 100 percent response
rate of the annual Fellows questionnaire, this special survey elicited a response
from about half of those surveyed — 23 of 47.)
The data from these three instruments indicate that the Institute experiences of new teachers resembled those of Fellows overall. Both first-year
teachers and other Fellows cited, to a similar degree, the same incentives for
and benefits from Institute participation. (See Tables 2 and 3, respectively.)

Table 2
Incentives for Institute Participation, 2002 through 2004*
First-Year
Teachers (n=25)

Other Fellows**
(n=115)

Opportunity to work with university faculty

84%

88%

Opportunity for intellectual independence

84%

89%

Develop materials to motivate students

80%

92%

Opportunity to work with teachers from other schools

68%

78%

Develop curriculum to fit my needs

64%

88%

*Percent identifying factor as important
** The median for Other Fellows was 13 years of total teaching experience.
Source: Annual Fellows questionnaire responses, 2002 through 2004

Table 3
Benefits of Institute Participation, 2002 through 2004*

The Institute experiences of new teachers
resembled those of
Fellows overall.

First-Year
Teachers (n=25)

Other Fellows**
(n=115)

Helped me grow professionally and intellectually

96%

100%

Gained knowledge of my subject and confidence in
ability to teach it

92%

95%

Had ample opportunity to discuss my choice of
readings with my seminar leader

84%

86%

Have higher expectation of my students' ability to learn
about the seminar subject

80%

94%

*Percent agreeing or strongly agreeing
** The median for Other Fellows was 13 years of total teaching experience.
Source: Annual Fellows questionnaire responses, 2002 through 2004
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The principal incentives that drew first-year teachers to participate were
the opportunity to work with university faculty members (important to 84 percent); the opportunity to exercise intellectual independence (84 percent); and
the opportunity to develop materials to motivate their students (80 percent).
Other reasons the more experienced Fellows regarded as important — such as
the 88 percent who cited the opportunity to develop curriculum that fits their
needs — were less important to the new teachers (64 percent).
The new teachers and other Fellows also perceived similar benefits. Most
new teachers agreed (92 percent, 40 percent "strongly") that seminar participation allowed them to gain knowledge of their subject and confidence in their
ability to teach it. Almost all agreed (96 percent, 52 percent "strongly") that
participation had helped them to grow professionally and intellectually.
Eighty-four percent said they had ample opportunity to discuss their choice of
readings with their seminar leader; four fifths (80 percent) said they had a
higher expectation of their students' ability to learn about the seminar subject.
As in the previous years of the pilot, several of the 2004 Fellows who
were first- or second-year teachers were among the most enthusiastic participants in the Institute. A number of them spoke of what they gained from their
seminar colleagues. One said, "Exposure to other teachers in different schools
is good for sharing knowledge and experience." Another said, "I was able to
collaborate with other teachers with more experience in the community. That
was the most important to me." Another wrote:

Michael Marsland

The Institute has had a great effect on my teaching. . . . This seminar has taught me how to focus more on combining visual learning
with literature to get my students more interested in the subject

“The Institute has
had a great effect on
my teaching. . . . This
seminar has taught
me how to focus more
on combining visual
learning with literature to get my students more interested
in the subject matter.”
—Institute Fellow

Fellow David N. Reynolds and his students at High School in the Community.
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matter. It has also opened my eyes back up to the way in which I
learn — and how that process may be vastly different from how my
students learn. It was excellent to have so many teachers who are
so highly involved with their teaching around to share ideas and
feedback with. As a result, I will . . . strive to interact with my peers
more to share ideas.
According to another, "The Institute helps you discover what other
schools are doing around the city," and since especially "as a first or secondyear teacher it is important to think critically about your teaching, the Institute
constantly reminds you to keep learning and incorporating new techniques."
This Fellow continued, "If you became a teacher because you love kids,
knowledge, and learning then why would you not be part of the Yale-New
Haven Teachers Institute. Essentially it is a place to bounce ideas off veteran
and new teachers who, like you, teach for the 'right' reason." Others said:
One of the primary benefits is networking with other New Haven
teachers. Many of the informal discussions lead to problem-solving. The weekly seminar meetings allow for opportunities to brainstorm with veteran teachers and to gain knowledge via their experience.
“I would encourage
other beginning
teachers to participate
in this program. It is
a wonderful way to
make connections,
continue learning
and prepare for the
following year.”
—Institute Fellow

[The Institute] helps you to gather resources and collect your own
thoughts on how to teach a specific aspect of your curriculum. Also,
having Yale as a resource gives many advantages. . . and varying
opinions that can be helpful.
I would encourage other beginning teachers to participate in this
program. It is a wonderful way to make connections, continue
learning and prepare for the following year.
The advantages of participation in the Institute as a new teacher are
many. . . . The diversity and experience of the teachers that are
involved in the Institute is wide, making for great discussions and
generation of new ideas. Working with a professor on a certain
topic helps to explain new content, spruce up content you might not
have taught before. Writing a curriculum unit was something that I
had actually never done and it forced me to research and organize
ahead of time how I was going to teach something.
Regarding the portfolio the State requires beginning teachers to prepare,
Fellows in their first year in the district commented:
I plan to use my [Institute] unit as I complete my BEST portfolio.
As I wrote it, I had that in mind so that the requirements for the
portfolio and the standards, activities and objectives of my unit
would line up.
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I intend to use my unit as my BEST portfolio unit. I made use of a
number of the requirements of the BEST program in creating my
unit and will therefore be able to use it quite readily.
For the BEST portfolio . . . I expect to use the same subject matter,
but condense it into a shorter time frame and perhaps minimize the
number of objectives addressed.
My BEST portfolio will be based on the information gathered and
acquired as resources for my curriculum unit. My curriculum unit
will greatly inform . . . my portfolio.
Another who had "originally" planned "on using the unit for my BEST
portfolio" decided for scheduling reasons to alter this plan. "However, I have
learned a great deal about the components that a unit must contain, and I have
also learned about setting deadlines and adhering to them. I also learned about
the wealth of information that is available in the existing [Institute] units and
will definitely make use of them when preparing my portfolio."
In addition to completing the annual Fellows questionnaire, teachers who
were in their initial years of teaching in New Haven while participating in the
Institute during the period 2002 through 2004 were asked to respond to a special questionnaire administered from November 2004 to January 2005. Twothirds of the 23 respondents said that the Institute had helped them to a great
or moderate extent to increase their knowledge of the subject they teach; to
work with teachers from other subjects and grade levels; and to introduce them
to curricular materials developed in the Institute. Half said the Institute had
helped them at least to a moderate extent to receive suggestions and feedback
from other teachers, and nearly half said it had improved their time-management and planning skills to a moderate or great extent.
Their comments on the relationship between Institute participation and
the BEST portfolio requirements were mixed. While half said the Institute had
been helpful in the preparation of their portfolio, fewer said they had used or
planned to use their Institute unit for their portfolio. Still, three said they had
used it "a lot" in this way, and of the seven who still planned to prepare a portfolio, all but one expected to use their Institute experience in the portfolio's
preparation. Half of the respondents said that they had received useful portfolio suggestions and gained knowledge about portfolio requirements.
In short, the special survey affirmed findings from the regular Fellows
questionnaire: While Institute participation helped some Fellows fulfill BEST
requirements, the Institute's broader appeal appeared much the same to teachers of all levels of experience. Two thirds said they would encourage other
first- and second-year teachers to participate in the Institute, and most others
said they might, if colleagues were ready for what one new teacher described
as "a large commitment." All but one respondent said they would encourage
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teachers beyond their second year to participate; that individual said "maybe."
The following quotations are illustrative:
The acceptance into the Yale community and the chance to learn
from some of the best minds in the world is truly a great incentive
to young teachers. Also, the Institute provides educators with a
community of seasoned teachers who are more than willing to
direct younger teachers through a network of helpful colleagues as
we try to navigate BEST preparation.
The Institute is a great opportunity to meet other teachers and make
contacts at other schools. As a new teacher, you are constantly planning on the fly and trying to come up with ideas for how to execute
certain lessons. There is no better way than to talk to someone else
that has been there, and done it successfully.

“The Institute was a
wonderful experience
for me as I entered
teaching because it
raised my level of
pride and made me
feel passionately that
teaching is an
academic and
meaningful endeavor.”
—Institute Fellow

The advantages of participation for first- and second-year teachers
are the same as those for more veteran teachers. To develop curriculum with a member of Yale's faculty is a very unique and useful opportunity that few teachers have. For newer teachers, however, there are additional advantages. . . . The Institute as a whole and
the individual seminars provide a nice professional and personal
environment to get to know fellow teachers. In fact, I have gotten
to know teachers from my own school better through my seminars
than while working 'together' in our building. The more fellow new
teachers one meets in the Institute, the better, as well.
The Institute was a wonderful experience for me as I entered teaching because it raised my level of pride and made me feel passionately that teaching is an academic and meaningful endeavor. This is
important because teachers get so many signs to the contrary, in
terms of respect and monetary compensation. [The Institute] provides beginning teachers with lots of peer and professor support,
which can be really helpful and encouraging in a difficult first year.
I would encourage anyone with intellectual curiosity to participate,
regardless of how long they had been teaching. One man insisted
that it would be too demanding for me to be a first-year teacher and
participate in the seminar. Although the man had experience, I disagreed with him, and proved myself right. I believe a strong curiosity and desire to learn is most important.
I would recommend (and did!) that teachers participate in the
Institute. I found the camaraderie to be very beneficial. It afforded
me a community of professionals I could access for information
and advice. The first couple of years of teaching are challenging;
the built-in support makes the experience better. The chance to
learn about a new subject was also very exciting.
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Many of the new teachers drew the respect of their more experienced
seminar colleagues. According to one longtime Institute participant responding
to the 2004 Fellows questionnaire,
One of the biggest positives this year was the recruitment of beginning teachers. For a long time, many have had the feeling that first,
second, or even third-year teachers could not adequately balance
the demands of teaching with those presented in the Institute. Many
young teachers have proven this to be a myth. They have completed worthy units, and some have begun to assume leadership positions in the Institute. At the same time, the Institute needs to . . . try
to develop a mechanism to both help [beginning teachers] in making a decision regarding whether to apply and to help them if they
encounter difficulties once their seminar begins.
Throughout the pilot period the Institute's leadership, both school
Representatives and seminar Coordinators, has been attentive to, and has
begun to include, first- and second-year teachers. In fall 2004, five of the
Representatives had two or fewer total years of experience in teaching; nine
had five or fewer years of experience. One of the 2004 Coordinators was in his
third year of teaching, after having been a Fellow and Representative in each
of his first two years. We will continue to track the ways in which seminar participation and unit development may assist such new teachers in particular —
and will use this information in planning future recruitment and support
efforts. We will consider how the teaching of Institute curriculum units should
be scheduled in relation to the State of Connecticut's portfolio requirement,
and how to provide opportunities for new teachers within the seminars to complement the mentoring structure that the district has established. Two members
of the Steering Committee have volunteered for formal training to become
mentors to new teachers in the New Haven Public Schools. In this role, they
advise and support colleagues both in the classroom and in the creation of their
portfolios.
For returning Fellows, the rewards of participation do not diminish
over time. The experience becomes cumulative, rather than repetitive or
redundant. Many teachers report, in fact, that the rewards increase as one has
more experience as a Fellow. As with newer Fellows, many consider the nature
of the Institute as a learning community to be a distinct benefit. One returning
participant remarked that "the attitude and support of other Fellows. . . kept me
going."
Another wrote that "I had an excellent seminar leader and topic, plus
great fellow New Haven teachers to work with. Our group was a nice balance
of elementary, middle, and high school teachers — rookies and veterans." One
of those "veterans" called the 2004 Institute "both productive and stimulating"
and was "excited about having a fresh and new curriculum unit." Others said:
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It is a great source of pride and peace of mind to know that I am
ready to implement something that I have myself prepared and
written through months of reading and work. It makes me look forward to a new year in that I am eager to try out the new curriculum
and makes my work less monotonous.
The way I approach my teaching of math will be better informed
and enhanced by the study I have made of pedagogy from other
countries that have high levels of success in mathematics. I will
introduce a wider variety of problems and problem-solving techniques in my classes and I will make an effort to get my students to
use the Internet more frequently for learning and tutorial help.
Every year since 1990, when they became a regular part of the Institute,
elementary school teachers have spoken of the advantages of the Institute for
them and their curricula specifically. This year one said, "I was challenged to
learn about a topic I would never explore on my own, much less try to develop a unit to enrich a kindergarten curriculum. I enjoyed the professionalism of
my colleagues and the standards set by the Institute." A member of a different
seminar commented, "Almost everything we covered had connections to elementary reading and language arts, and often to social development, making it
pertinent to me as a teacher." Other participants from the elementary grades, as
we have noted, commented on the value of working with teachers of older students. Another said,

Michael Marsland

This seminar gave me the opportunity to incorporate humanities
into the content area of language arts, a feat that is otherwise

“It is a great source
of pride and peace of
mind to know that I
am ready to implement
something that I have
myself prepared and
written through
months of reading
and work.”
—Institute Fellow

Fellow Pedro Mendia-Landa and his students at Columbus School, demonstrating their
prize-winning science fair project that resulted from his participation in the seminar on
"Energy, Engines, and the Environment."
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unheard of in teaching methodology. Due to the rigorous testing of
our students, school curricula — as well as teachers — have
become stale and monotonous, reverting to methods of repetition
and memorization. . . . [My unit] will prove to be a positive experience because any learning that is active and participatory is experienced and remembered.
Seminar leaders, too, speak of what they gain from participation. They
not only perceive their growing involvement in public education and the
University's home community; they also recognize benefits accruing to their
own scholarship and teaching. One seminar leader this year described seminar
discussions as "almost always energetic and insightful" and "livelier than most
I've encountered among Yale students." With the Fellows, he sought "a sense
of the real-life exigencies involved in transporting our seminar materials to all
levels of public education." Another said:
The main benefit I derived was better acquaintance with New
Haven teachers, both as individuals and as representatives of the
teaching profession. Running the seminar also gave me occasion to
reflect on the [teaching of the subject matter]. This will help me on
issues of K-12 education. I am pretty confident that the seminar
contributed to the knowledge base of the Fellows, and I am hopeful that it contributed positively to their teaching.
Another, calling himself an "enthusiastic supporter" of the Institute, said
"I've learned enormously from getting to know" New Haven teachers of elementary and secondary students.

Teams of Fellows
Since 1994 the Institute has admitted teams of at least three teachers from the
same school to a seminar with the expectation that the team members would
work as a team. They would coordinate their curriculum units and work
together during the school year, planning cross-grade and cross-department
instruction and culminating school-wide activities, such as assembly programs, science fairs, or some kind of publication. Each team member, however, must write a unit that could be taught independently. This program, highly
successful in several schools, has encouraged teachers who were previously
reluctant to participate in seminars on an individual basis to apply to a seminar
as part of a school team.
While no full team of Fellows emerged during the Institute application
and admissions process in 2004, two partial teams did apply. In addition, a
team from Beecher Elementary School that had participated in a 2003 seminar
on poetry held two assemblies in 2003-04 where students dramatized poetry
narratives and joined teachers working with puppetry and music. The 2004
Fellows with team components included two from a small new high school,
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New Haven Academy, whose sole teachers of science and special education
worked together in the seminar on "Energy, Engines, and the Environment."
Both of those teachers were in their first year in the district, and one went on
to become her school's Representative in fall 2004. Informal teams at schools
such as Columbus Family Academy involved Fellows in developing complementary curriculum units to engage students and raise the Institute's profile
among their colleagues.

Benefits for Students

The ultimate purpose
of the Institute is to
strengthen teaching
in New Haven's
public schools and in
this way to improve
student learning.

The ultimate purpose of the Institute is to strengthen teaching in New Haven's
public schools and in this way to improve student learning throughout the
schools. Contrary to what some would expect of a partnership involving Yale
University, the Teachers Institute intends to serve students at all achievement
and performance levels. Fellows often, in fact, write their units for students at
more than one level. While most Fellows (94 percent) reported that their new
curriculum units were designed for their "average" students, two thirds (70
percent) reported that they were designed for their "advanced" students and a
similar proportion (66 percent) reported that they were designed for their "least
advanced" students.
Teachers commented on these multiple purposes. One believed her unit
"to be highly motivating"; it "will allow children to feel successful reading
books on their own independent levels." Another Fellow, attentive to "the
needs of my lower-level readers," is now "empowered to meet those needs
right from the start. Writing this unit forced me to take a close look at the link
between my curriculum and my students. Instead of hoping that the prescribed
curriculum will 'fit' the varying needs of my students, I know that I have created a curriculum that will 'fit' the needs of all my students." She continued:
[The unit] will not only leave students with a sense of confidence
in their critical-thinking skills, but provide them with opportunity
after opportunity to hone those skills and thus better prepare them
for future literary activities and future standardized tests. Teaching
this unit will meet all district and state-level curriculum requirements. More importantly, it will meet the needs of all learners.
The plans of several Fellows illustrate the wide range of unit use anticipated in the schools. An English teacher "will now be able to help students
develop a richer understanding." She said that "Instead of simply pointing out
the literary elements, students can explore better the motivations of the
authors. Additionally, I can enable them to make more connections between
themselves, their world and the material. . . . The seminar provided me with a
means to make my curriculum more accessible and exciting for my students."
A math teacher commented, "My students should benefit from my desire to
make their learning more engaging, exploratory, and authentic — goals I have
always aimed for, but toward which I can now see several new paths."
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Fellow Sharron Solomon-McCarthy with her students at Betsy Ross Arts Magnet School.

A number of Fellows commented on the significance of the Institute for
students learning the English language. One teacher explained that her unit
"will allow me to meet the needs of my English language learners and provide
them with alternative strategies to enhance their comprehension skills" while
also giving these "learners appreciation of literature and the confidence to
select an appropriate text." A teacher of the blind and visually impaired said,
"The students will gain an understanding of the laws that pertain to their disabilities and the way these rights are enforced by the Supreme Court." Other
Fellows wrote:
Students will be improving their powers of observation, gathering
facts, making predictions, and drawing conclusions, all skills that
will be assets in other academic subjects, as well as tools to be used
in their life experiences.
My students will be able to master the fundamental concepts of
energy and engines and will continue to ask questions about
how things work in the world around them. Students will know
where the energy they use every day comes from and how it is
formed.
My unit effectively combines art and the social studies. Learning
the skills of art analysis enables me to transfer that ability to my
students so that not only will they be able to critically examine and
write about a piece of art, they will also be able to see society represented in art. In the end, I hope they simply appreciate the art of
painting more than they did before. After my seminar, I do.
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To attempt to gauge the impact of this year's units in New Haven classrooms, we asked Fellows about the number of students to whom they planned
to teach their new unit, and on how many days. Forty-five of the Fellows
planned to teach their unit to 20 or more students; 20 said that they would teach
their unit to 50 or more students. The total number of students to be taught a
unit by this year's Fellows is almost 2300. Chart 6 indicates the lengths of time
the Fellows planned to teach their units. For almost all Fellows, the unit is a
significant part of their teaching plans.

Chart 6
Number of Days 2004 Fellows Plan to Teach Their New Unit

For almost all
Fellows, the unit is a
significant part of
their teaching plans.

As in past years Fellows were optimistic about the responses they anticipate receiving from their students to the material they had studied and developed in the Institute. Nearly all (96 percent) of the Fellows responding agreed
that, as a result of Institute participation, they have a higher expectation of their
students' ability to learn about the seminar subject. We have already quoted
Fellows who spoke about what they gained, how their own enthusiasm for a
subject would motivate students, and how they planned to involve students
more actively in classroom learning. Another observed, "I am now able to better mentor students who wish to do a Science Fair project about engines,"
while a colleague wrote: "My interest and enthusiasm for this unit will be contagious and . . . I will be able to provide my students with a very positive learning experience." Another said:
My students will have a great opportunity to learn about literature
and history in this interdisciplinary unit. It brings the sometimesdaunting writing process to them in a different way — through the
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eyes of social change. This may be just the added impetus that some
of them need to engage more in their own writing and the ability to
express themselves clearly.
We also asked Fellows who had participated in prior years to report on
student responses they had actually observed when teaching units developed in
the Institute. Their retrospective comments resembled their optimism about
using their new units. One said, "I participated in the Institute last year and the
curriculum unit was a success among the students," because they enjoy "the
quest for knowledge. They feel validated when their suggestions are considered in developing the units." Another cited the role of a previous seminar that
"continues to affect the content and style by which I teach," and "which led me
to start a model UN club and begin an elective class in international relations,"
allowing "young people to gain communication skills while they enhance their
academic understanding of global issues." According to another, "This curriculum unit greatly assisted my students in understanding environmental
issues in their community." Another said, "I have done case studies in previous
seminar units. Students love to read about the facts of a case and then try to
figure out the decision of the Court as well as how they would decide a case.
Such an activity lends itself extremely well to group discussion and allows the
lesson to be student-centered." Others wrote:

Michael Marsland

My previous two seminar experiences both led to the creation of
new interdisciplinary courses in my high school. I directly applied
the seminar unit to develop a semester-long block course which I
taught with a co-teacher. One of these courses was taught for only
one year; the other was a feature in the school's science and English

Fellow Crecia C. Swaim teaching her Institute unit to her students at Betsy Ross Arts
Magnet School.
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curriculum for four years. The units continued to be used in parts
of my instruction for about ten years.
The Institute has been very satisfying for me and for my teaching.
I enjoyed working on the curriculum unit and have seen whole or
parts of the units I have done used on a regular basis. I have used
parts of the unit I did on architecture when teaching about the community, and units in water and the environment have found their
way into science lessons. . . . The units have made some of the topics that we cover more enjoyable and interesting for my students. I
know that working on these various units has broadened my teaching perspective and my confidence.

“I was able to meet
certain curriculum
standards through the
teaching of my units.
I have also learned to
tap as resources
other Institute
curriculum units for
various subjects I
have taught. There is
such a wealth of
ideas in those units.”
—Institute Fellow

My previous unit helped me better integrate expository writing
skills in my social studies classroom. I've emphasized writing more
because I know a bit more about organization and style. . . . I am a
better writer because of the seminar, and I often reflect on the
advice gained from [the seminar leader]. I think my students have
benefited because I have more confidence to comment on their
writing and encourage greater effort.
My students have always enjoyed the Institute units that I have
taught them. Of course, with their feedback I learn to fine tune many
aspects of the unit as well as to add new ideas and activities. The
unit I developed last year, for example, was a wonderful vehicle for
teaching poetry to my third graders. As a result of all the research I
had done on how to teach poetry, I approached the subject with more
confidence and greater ease. . . . I was able to meet certain curriculum standards through the teaching of my units, using materials and
activities that I have developed. I have also learned to tap as
resources other Institute curriculum units for various subjects I have
taught. There is such a wealth of ideas in those units.
Although I am an English teacher, participating in a diversity of
seminars in the Institute has opened doors and windows of learning
about other disciplines that I am eager to pass on to my students. .
. . Once I had taken a seminar that made use of visual art, it really
changed the way I created curricula. Two seminars gave me exhilarating units: one on the Harlem Renaissance that culminated in
forty paintings, by my students, of reproductions of art from the
Harlem Renaissance, framed and exhibited in downtown New
Haven; the other a unit on children's literature for high school students culminated in each student following a process by which he
or she created his or her own children's story book. There were regular trips to the . . . New Haven Public Library, and out to elementary schools to read to children, that my very grown-up high school
students loved.
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My participation in the Institute was one of the most meaningful
and important events in my professional career as a teacher. I have
used the units I developed every year since I wrote them with great
success. I have shared the ideas from the units with colleagues on
several occasions. . . . Since I teach at a small school, any time a
teacher is able to develop exciting and effective curriculum it has
an impact on a significant proportion of the students at the school.
Because of the ongoing situation with respect to the war on Iraq and
the wider war on terrorism, the unit has continued to be timely and
vital and of great interest to students.
The Institute has made a huge difference in my teaching and my
ability to continue to stay creative amidst the constant demand for
teachers to 'teach to the standards' and 'adhere to the textbook.' The
Institute, and the experiences I have had among colleagues, Yale
professors and in my own research, has helped me define who I am
as a teacher. The Institute experience and the units I have produced
have enabled me to realize my potential as a teacher. . . . Some of
my most memorable conversations have occurred with students as
we have talked about highlights of a quarter or semester. Very often
the lessons my students remember as most fun or memorable will
be ones I created as a Yale Fellow. On many occasions I have personally shared single lessons or entire units with my colleagues,
usually with great success. Our school has an emphasis on interdisciplinary teaching; we have used the Yale units to foster teacher
collaboration and even team teaching.

Participants' Conclusions Overall
We asked Fellows about the extent to which several features of the Institute
had been useful to them. As shown in Chart 7 below (reading again left to right
from the most useful to the least useful), very few Fellows said that any aspect
of the Institute had not been useful. In fact, except for computer assistance —
which many did not use — each aspect of the Institute was regarded as useful
to a great or moderate extent by well over half of the Fellows. Almost all (94
percent) responded that favorably about their seminar leaders and the knowledge gained about their subject, ninety-two (92) percent about the interaction
with other Fellows, eight in ten (84 percent) about the guidelines for writing a
unit, and about the seminar bibliographies (80 percent). Every Fellow rated the
program overall as useful at least to a moderate extent; two thirds (69 percent)
called it useful to a great extent.
We asked seminar leaders to provide their overall conclusions about the
strengths and weaknesses of the Institute. One said that the Fellows' curriculum units were "remarkably rich. Taken as a whole, they provide an impressive
array of teachable material that validates the purpose of the Yale-New Haven
Teachers Institute." Calling his "involvement in this enterprise" both "imporPage 59
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Chart 7
Program’s Usefulness to the 2003 Fellows

tant and satisfying," another seminar leader spoke of a "sense of making some
contribution to the education of public school students in New Haven, and supporting the work of incredibly dedicated teachers" who "take considerable academic and personal advantages" from the Institute. "Overall," he said, "this is
a wonderful program."
We also asked Fellows to offer their conclusions about the strengths and
weaknesses of the Institute. Some individuals answered very specifically,
while others responded more generally. One cited as "the only weakness" that
"some applicants are not thoroughly informed about the workload and obligations of a Fellow." This participant spoke also of "many strengths": "[The
Institute] provides teachers with opportunities for intellectual stimulation, with
a forum for the exchange of ideas and with a chance to develop materials tailored to their students' needs and interests."

“The Institute is very
well-organized,
structured, rewarding,
and challenging.”
—Institute Fellow

Positive comments touched upon a range of features. According to one
Fellow, "The Institute is very well-organized, structured, rewarding, and challenging." Another who enjoyed "access to the Yale facilities and faculty" found
the Institute staff "to be accommodating and willing to find out about anything
Fellows needed for their units." Another highlighted "the opportunity to work
with Yale professors who are leading scholars in their field." One teacher listed many strengths, from the "expertise of seminar leaders" and "enthusiastic
support of previous seminar participants" to the "opportunity to learn from and
commiserate with colleagues" and the "development of new contacts not only
at Yale, but also at other New Haven schools." Another, calling the seminar
leader "a great professor," said, "Overall it was fabulous."
One Fellow's "only concern with the Institute is the vast commitment that
is required to do the tasks well." This individual observed, "The Institute is
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very supportive of the Fellows in the writing of their units if that support is
needed and sought out. Questions are encouraged, and people seem always
available to provide assistance. People involved are friendly, and a collegial
environment is present." Others said:
The Institute provides a unique opportunity for teachers to engage
in either their own subject or interdisciplinary studies with colleagues across New Haven and a member of the Yale faculty. These
are its greatest strengths and in my experience this has been true in
previous years. I have been delighted and impressed with the commitment and interest that faculty seminar leaders have consistently
demonstrated in the seminars which I have taken. The Yale professors have provided role models for the complex art of working with
a whole seminar group while paying close attention to the needs of
individual members of that group.
Students have commented that they have learned a lot as a result of
my participation in the Institute (classroom instructions, curriculum
units, group process, and leadership). They stated, “Teachers in the
YNHTI are different from other teachers because they develop curriculum and go to school like us.” Students appeared to enjoy the
notion that teachers are learners. Teachers ask for help with
research, planning, and implementing classroom management.
Administrators use collective knowledge and wisdom to advance
the school program through vision, goals, planning, and shared
resources. All these attributes lead to successful implementation of
school-wide initiatives. . . . In short, students, school, and curriculum have benefited.
Aside from a few concerns about details of scheduling and procedures
and despite several Fellows' mixed experiences to which we have alluded, the
Institute's offerings were very well received overall. Fellows almost uniformly expressed appreciation, and often enthusiasm, for the program.
In their evaluations, almost all the Fellows said they would participate
(62 percent) or might participate (34 percent) in the Institute in one or more
future years. These proportions are similar to those in prior years. Only two
Fellows said they did not intend to participate in the future; both planned to
retire soon.

Electronic Resources and Assistance
From the Institute's inception, Fellows have been full members of the Yale
community with access to resources throughout the University. For a decade
the Institute has been exploring how computing can enhance its partnership, in
part because computing is a non-hierarchical form of communication consistent with the collegiality that is a tenet of the Institute's approach. The Institute
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has offered direct computing assistance from its own office; in addition,
Fellows may use the facilities at the Yale Computer Centers that serve all
members of the University community. Because of the benefits of having the
curriculum units online, the Representatives had decided that, beginning in
1999, Fellows must submit their curriculum units and Guide entries in electronic as well as printed form. Since 2002 Fellows have been encouraged to
submit their first drafts as well as their second and final drafts in electronic
form, so as to give the computer assistant an early opportunity to review formatting and offer guidance.

The electronic
resources and
services available to
Fellows include many
opportunities to learn
about and use
computing.

The electronic resources and services available to Fellows include many
opportunities to learn about and use computing, regardless of previous experience and expertise, as well as a University Network ID and password for
each Fellow. The Yale Library sponsors a series of hands-on computer classes each semester in the Electronic Classroom in Cross Campus Library.
Beyond such workshops, and beyond support provided through the checking
of the disks on which curriculum units would be submitted, a number of the
Fellows sought additional assistance. In 2004 Fellows received help on topics
including getting started with computing, setting up an e-mail account, getting started on the Internet, using the Internet in research and teaching, and
using Institute resources on-line. With staff from the University Library, the
Institute conducted a workshop for Fellows on March 31. This session featured an overview of Internet search engines; exploration of curricular
resources available online through the Institute's Web site; and guidance on
how to use online research tools of the Yale libraries, including databases and
online journals.
The Fellows also sought computer assistance individually with wordprocessing, formatting and file handling for the preparation of curriculum
units. An increasing number of Fellows asked about how to incorporate
graphics, including tables and images, into what would become the printed
version of their units. One quarter (27 percent) of the Fellows made use of
assistance in person, one quarter by phone, and nearly half (45 percent) by email. These percentages reflect Fellows' increasing familiarity with e-mail as
well as an encouraging tendency for them to have sufficiently mastered the
kinds of skills for which in earlier years more participants had sought assistance. For half (52 percent) of Fellows the availability of computer services
was an incentive to their participation. Most Fellows who did not use the
computer assistance said they did not need it because they had previously
acquired sufficient computer skills, or because they had other resources at
home or school. A few said they did not do so because of time constraints
during the school year.
Those individuals who did take advantage of the assistance spoke favorably. One Fellow said: "It is very important to have computer assistance available for teachers — especially those who have limited knowledge of computers and the Internet." A second characterized the computer assistant as "always
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very helpful and understanding." Another, in her prior year in the Institute,
appreciated when the seminar leader had invited the group "to the computer
lab where we were given the opportunity to learn the ins and outs of the Yale
computer system." As a result, "This year I did not need the computer assistance. . . because last year I used it extensively." Another said, "The Institute
always made me feel like I had a solid support team, both technical and personal, behind me."
This year the Institute equipped each seminar with its own e-mail listserve group to facilitate communication among members. One seminar leader
chose also to use the Yale's online Classes tool, an electronic forum for posting and viewing documents. Membership in the University community, including a computer Network ID, was a benefit that Fellows explicitly cited.
According to one, "Obtaining an assigned Yale ID and computer account
proved to be useful when researching information for my unit." A colleague
similarly found "instructions for connecting to Yale computing through the
proxy server very easy to use, and was very glad to have this access. I used this
access a great deal during the process of writing my unit."
Of the Fellows using the additional computer assistance that the Institute
provided, eight found the assistant helpful in getting started with computing;
nine found him helpful in setting up e-mail and Internet access; twelve found
him helpful in using the Institute's curricular resources on-line; ten found him
helpful in using the Internet in research and teaching; and eighteen found him
helpful in word processing and file handling for the preparation of a curriculum unit. (See Chart 8.)

Chart 8
Computer Assistants’ Helpfulness to the 2004 Fellows
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Institute Centers for Curriculum and Professional Development
In 1996 the Institute undertook with the New Haven Public Schools a new program designed to broaden and deepen its efforts to strengthen teaching and
learning in the schools. It offered several elementary, middle, and high schools
the opportunity to establish an Institute Center for Curriculum and
Professional Development within their buildings. Five such Centers were
established in 1996. Over subsequent years the Institute has articulated and
refined the concept of the Centers, prepared policies and procedures for them,
and designed, constructed, and delivered special furnishings to them.
The Institute aims to situate the Centers around the city, targeting especially the larger schools, so that a majority of New Haven teachers will have a
Center at their school or at a school near them. During 2004, ten Centers were
in operation. They were located at three elementary schools (L. W. Beecher,
Columbus, and Davis Street Magnet), one K-8 school (Roberto Clemente), one
middle school (Fair Haven), and five high schools (Cooperative Arts and
Humanities, Hill Regional Career Magnet, Hillhouse, Wilbur Cross, and
Sound Magnet).
These Centers are not permanent installations but must be regularly
renewed. A Center may remain in a school so long as the school has a need and
desire for it, and can then be moved to another school. In 2004, Columbus
became a Center school for the first time. Moving Centers from school to
school in this way increases citywide exposure to the Institute. The Steering
Committee, which makes these decisions, has developed criteria for targeting
sites. A suitable site must be of sufficient size, with a critical mass of participants and adequate leadership. It must be able to rely upon a favorably disposed school administration and an appropriate school plan, and be consistent
with the aim of allowing most New Haven teachers to have a Center at their
school or nearby.

The Centers attempt
to create in schools a
place conducive to
the kinds of conversations teachers have
with one another and
with their Yale
colleagues in
Institute seminars.

The Institute and the New Haven Public Schools jointly established
Institute Centers as a component of curriculum reform efforts system-wide.
The Centers carry out school-based plans to address the District's "Kids First"
goals for student learning, whose strategies include enhanced, standards-based
curriculum and instruction; greater staff development; increased parental and
community involvement; and improved physical condition of schools.
Complementing these priorities, the Centers attempt to create in schools a
place conducive to the kinds of conversations teachers have with one another
and with their Yale colleagues in Institute seminars. Centers are intended to
increase the visibility and use of Institute resources and include teachers who
have not before been Institute Fellows. Teams using these facilities disseminate Institute-developed curriculum units more widely, familiarize teachers
with online curriculum units, and apply the Institute's principles in new ways
within the school environment itself.
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The Centers therefore operate from attractive and properly equipped
rooms in the schools themselves, containing special furnishings designed by
Kent Bloomer, Adjunct Professor of Architectural Design at Yale, who has led
two Institute seminars. Bloomer has designed for each Center two pieces of
furniture that will remind the users that a Center is a way of bringing teachers
together, and that it is a function of the mutual presence of Yale in the schools
and the schools in Yale. Combining utility and symbolism, these pieces have a
solidity and elegance in harmony with the tradition of design at Yale
University, and an evident durability suggestive of the Institute itself. One
piece is a round table, with a hole in the middle, which provides the "center"
about which eight people can sit. The center of the table is filled with a circular design, the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute logo multiplied as a continuous fret, which is done in tile and set in cast metal for permanence. The second piece is a very high bookcase, designed to hold volumes of the curriculum
units and other Institute materials, with hand-plated inlay work across the top
that carries the same continuous fret depicting the Institute logo. A banner continues the logo of the fret into the room.
Most Centers contain at least one computer with an Internet connection
so that the teachers have easy access to the Institute's Web site and other online
resources. Certain Centers have a high-speed connection and are equipped
with scanners and other accessories.

Michael Marsland

Schools interested in becoming a Center site must apply to the Institute's
Steering Committee. One member of the Institute's Steering Committee (at the
same school level) is assigned to work with each Center's Coordinating Team.

Institute Center for Curriculum and Professional Development teams meeting held at
Columbus Family Academy. (Left to right: Center team members Pedro Mendia-Landa,
Vivian Lynch, and Waltrina Kirkland-Mullins.)
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During 2004 the Steering Committee reviewed reports and renewal applications from the Centers and then organized several meetings of Center leaders and team members. These sessions occurred on May 20 at Career High
School; September 22 at Columbus Family Academy; and December 15 at the
Institute's offices. The meetings provided an opportunity for the Steering
Committee to relate findings from periodic reports and to orient teachers new
to the Center concept. The conversation elicited ideas and experiences at various schools, and encouraged ways for Centers to work together. Among the
topics addressed were the Reference Lists that were earlier products of Center
activity. These documents — one aimed at primary and the other at secondary
grades — highlight connections between hundreds of Institute-developed curriculum units and the academic standards and curricular priorities of the New
Haven Public Schools.
An area of emphasis was the Centers' value in supporting new teachers,
who in some cases — from Fair Haven Middle to Career High School — have
already demonstrated that the Institute resources available in Centers can help
interest teachers in becoming Institute Fellows and in using those resources in
their teaching.

“Our children are
excited and engaged
when YNHTI curriculum units are implemented. Because of
these teacher-created/teacher-introduced
resources, our students get a broadened view of the
world. They are
enthusiastic about
learning.”
—Center Coordinator

At Davis Street School, one teacher who was a Fellow in 2003 while in
her first year of teaching became her school's Representative in 2004 and
joined the Center team, giving greater prominence to her Institute-developed
unit on the physics of flight. The Center Coordinator at Davis Street continues
to teach her Institute units on subjects including astronomy, for which her students earned first place at the citywide Science Fair for their study of rockets.
Both Fellows have involved colleagues in teaching various Institute units —
during school and in an after-school program. Geography and New Haven history are among the topics that teachers have pursued using these units. The
library media specialist, also a former Fellow, is a member of the Center team
who introduces Institute resources to new teachers, among others. Three Davis
educators, including one in her second year in the district, planned to apply to
Institute seminars in 2005. According to the Coordinator, who was the district's
teacher of the year for 2003-04:
Our children are excited and engaged when YNHTI curriculum units
are implemented. Because of these teacher-created/teacher-introduced resources, our students get a broadened view of the world.
They are enthusiastic about learning. Activities are monitored; follow-up tests are given; and achievement [occurs]. Student work is
showcased, and a sense of academic accomplishment permeates the
school environment. The implementation of the geography, flight,
and New Haven units coincided tremendously with school goals.
The Center in Beecher School has also encouraged colleagues who have
not yet been Fellows to teach Institute-developed units. Units exploring
Mexican families and Chinese families through literature have elicited the colPage 66
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laboration of the three first-grade teachers. In addition in 2004, the Center
Coordinator teamed with a fifth-grade teacher to present an extended-day class
on learning African American history through poetry. Another fifth-grade
teacher drew upon Institute units on literature and Native American history,
and shared this material with other colleagues. Music and art teachers have
been involved, as well, and the school principal is a former Fellow who is supportive. According to the Coordinator, "Teachers, administrators, staff, parents,
and students continue to speak highly of Beecher's Center activities. Two students from last year's culminating activity on poetry have approached asking
if there was going to be a program this year."

Preparation for the Program in 2005
From June through August the Institute identified and approached the 80 teachers who would serve during the 2004-2005 school year as the 21
Representatives and 59 Contacts for their schools. During 2003-2004, 73
teachers had served in these ways, 21 as Representatives and 52 as Contacts.
Representatives were selected according to recommendations of the teachers
who served as seminar Coordinators and conversations they had with persons
who had served as Representatives in the past, with other Institute Fellows, and
with some school principals. Because the Coordinators had become acquainted with all current Fellows, this mode of selection assures that all Fellows
receive consideration for leadership positions. Among the Representatives for
2004-2005 were four teachers in their second year in New Haven and one in
his third year, reflecting the Institute's efforts to cultivate new leaders while
maintaining the participation of experienced Fellows.
Teacher leadership in the Institute is proportionate to the number of
schools at each level. During 2003-2004, 25 (34 percent) of the
Representatives and Contacts were from elementary schools, 13 (18 percent)
represented K-8 schools, 12 (16 percent) represented middle schools, four (6
percent) represented transitional schools, and 19 (26 percent) represented high
schools. A shift toward K-8 schools within the district is reflected in the slight
increase of teacher leaders from those schools. In 2004-2005, 22 (28 percent)
of the teacher leaders represent elementary schools, 18 (22 percent) represent
K-8 schools, 14 (18 percent) represent middle schools, four (5 percent) represent transitional schools, and 22 (28 percent) represent high schools.
Every school had at least one Contact or Representative to serve as a conduit for information to and from the Institute throughout the school year. Of the
Representatives and Contacts, about 28 percent were black non-Hispanic, 62
percent were white non-Hispanic, and 8 percent were Hispanic — percentages
that approximate the demographic composition of teachers in the district at
large. Representatives attend meetings every other week from September to
March. They receive an honorarium for this work and agree in advance to participate in the program they are planning, whereas Contacts perform many of
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the same functions but are not required to participate in bi-weekly meetings or
to commit themselves to Institute participation. Through the Representatives
and Contacts, the Institute ensures that all teachers throughout the school district may have an effective voice in shaping a program of curricular and staff
development in which they will then have the opportunity to take part.
The Institute provided an orientation for new Representatives on
September 9, and the first full meeting of Representatives for the new school
year was held September 14. On September 28, a reception for Representatives
and Contacts attracted additional teachers, including several who were new to
their Institute responsibilities after having been recruited by experienced
Fellows. The Representatives met twice monthly with the Director and
Associate Director. Between meetings, the Representatives communicate by
phone and through school visits with the Contacts for whom they serve as liaison to the Representatives' committee. In these ways, their meetings compile
information from, and distribute information to, teachers throughout the New
Haven schools.

Michael Marsland

By the end of December the Representatives had decided to offer the following five seminars for 2005: "Stories around the World in Film and
Literature" (Dudley Andrew, Professor of Comparative Literature and of Film
Studies); "The Challenge of Intersecting Identities: Race/Ethnicity, Gender and
Nation" (Ange-Marie Hancock, Assistant Professor of Political Science and of
African American Studies); "Architecture in the Imagination: Place, Memory,
Poetry" (Dolores Hayden, Professor of Architecture and of American Studies);

Through the
Representatives and
Contacts, the Institute
ensures that all
teachers throughout
the school district
may have an effective
voice in shaping a
program of curricular
and staff development
in which they will
then have the
opportunity to take
part.

School Representatives meeting: (Clockwise from top left: Representatives Raymond W.
Brooks, David N. Reynolds, Diane M. Huot, Alexandra Reyes, Jean E. Sutherland, Joanne R.
Pompano, Lisa A. Omark, Sandra K. Friday, Stephen P. Broker, Jennifer Flood, Justin
Boucher, Crystal P. LaVoie, Dyanne D'Angelo, and Mnikesa F. Whitaker; Director James R.
Vivian; and Representative Kristen A. Borsari.)
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"The Sun and Its Effects on Earth" (Sarbani Basu, Associate Professor of
Astronomy); and "Ecology and Biodiversity Conservation" (Oswald Schmitz,
Professor of Population and Community Ecology).

Local Program Documentation and Evaluation
Annual evaluations of the Teachers Institute indicate that it assists teachers and
schools in specific ways, and that the results are cumulative. (See in particular
A Progress Report on Surveys Administered to New Haven Teachers, 19821990 [New Haven: Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute, 1992].) In the fall of
2004, the Institute updated its continuing study of New Haven teachers who
have been Fellows. This study notes the proportion of eligible teachers from
each New Haven school and department who have participated, the number of
times Fellows have completed the program, and whether Fellows have
remained teaching in New Haven. It revealed that, of the 580 New Haven
teachers who have completed the program successfully at least once between
1978 and 2004, two hundred and fifty-four (254), or 44 percent, are currently
teaching in New Haven. (Please see the Appendix for a list of all Fellows from
1978 through 2004). An additional 24 (4 percent) are currently in full-time
administrative posts in the school system. Thus 278, or almost half, of all
Fellows since 1978 are currently working in the New Haven Public Schools. If
we focus on more recent Fellows, sixty (60) percent of those who have been
Fellows since 1995 are still teaching in the district, while seven others are in
full-time administrative positions in New Haven. These statistics are encouraging given the Institute's determination to involve individuals who will continue to serve students in our urban district.
As Table 4 shows, 14 percent of current elementary grades teachers in
New Haven have completed successfully at least one year of the Institute. As
Table 5 shows, 32 percent of New Haven high school teachers of subjects in

Table 4
Institute Fellows as a Percentage of Eligible
New Haven Elementary Grades Teachers
Kindergarten

8%

Grade 1

9%

Grade 2

7%

Grade 3

4%

Grade 4

12%

Grade 5

10%

Total K - 5*

14%

*Includes all other subjects, for example non-graded arts, special education teachers, librarians
and certain curriculum coordinators. K-5 teachers in K-8 schools are included in the appropriate
categories here, and the total also includes K-8 librarians, special education teachers, curriculum
coordinators and those K-8 art teachers who teach grades K-5.
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Table 5
Institute Fellows as a Percentage of Eligible
New Haven Secondary School Teachers
Middle Schools**

High Schools

Transitional Schools

Overall

English

36%

32%

0%

33%

History

23%

32%

0%

27%

Languages

17%

20%

50%

21%

Arts

24%

24%

0%

23%

Math

16%

18%

0%

17%

Science

21%

22%

20%

22%

Grade 5*

14%

n/a

n/a

14%

Grade 6

13%

n/a

n/a

13%

Grade 7

33%

n/a

n/a

33%

Grade 8

13%

n/a

n/a

13%

Total***

30%

32%

24%

31%

*Grade 5 teachers are included here for middle schools only; grade 5 teachers in elementary
schools and K-8 schools are reported in Table 4.
**All K-8 school teachers of the subjects listed here count as Middle School teachers. K-5 teachers in K-8 schools count in Table 4.
***Includes teachers of interdisciplinary and other subjects. Art teachers from K-8 schools are
placed based on the grades which they teach most often.
n/a = not applicable

the humanities and sciences, 24 percent of transitional school teachers, and 30
percent of middle grades teachers have also done so. A number of teachers
have participated for two to twenty-three years. Of those Fellows still teaching
in New Haven, 48 percent have participated in the Institute once, 26 percent
either two or three times, 19 percent four to seven times, and 7 percent eight
times or more.

In fall 2004, four in
ten New Haven
schools had former
Institute Fellows in
leading administrative
roles.

In addition, there are now 24 administrators in the New Haven Public
Schools who have participated as Institute Fellows for periods of one to twenty-one years. The presence of former Fellows in positions ranging from
Assistant Principal and Principal at the school level, to Associate
Superintendent and Curriculum Supervisor at the district level, has made the
Institute more visible, and has encouraged other teachers to participate in this
program. In fall 2004, ten of the district's forty-seven schools had former
Institute Fellows as their principals; an additional nine schools had assistant
principals or instructional coaches who were former Fellows. Overall, four in
ten New Haven schools had former Institute Fellows in leading administrative
roles. One example is Career High School, an Institute Center school, whose
principal and assistant principal had been Fellows and whose teachers by the
fall were showing increased interest in participating as Fellows in 2005.
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In 1996 members of the National Advisory Committee had suggested
that the Institute engage in fuller documentation of its work beyond the seminars themselves, and of the wider effects of its program in the school system.
They believed they were hearing from teachers and staff about many valuable
results of the Institute's work that should be documented in forms that could be
made more widely available. The Institute is therefore now documenting more
fully the work of teams in the schools, the activities of the Centers, and the
development of electronic resources. This documentation has been summarized elsewhere in this report.
This Annual Report itself is a massive compilation of information and
statistics drawn from a variety of sources, including the questionnaires completed by Fellows and seminar leaders; reporting by school Representatives
and Institute Center leaders; the tracking of all previous Fellows; statistics
from the New Haven Public Schools, demographic analyses; minutes of meetings; project reports; reports from the Centers; reports to funders; and entries
in the Institute's Web site guestbook. The work that provides material for this
Report extends over the entire year, and the Report is available online.

The Institute Web sites
Electronic versions of the Institute's publications — including the volumes of
curriculum units and essays and other work — are available at its New Haven
and National Web sites. (The addresses are http://www.yale.edu/ynhti and
http://teachers.yale.edu, respectively.) The New Haven Web site played an
important role during the National Demonstration Project, as a link in its network of information and a model for the Web sites of other Teachers Institutes,
and it remains essential as the Yale National Initiative proceeds. The Yale
National Initiative also inaugurated in February 2004 a new Web site, which
includes links to the New Haven Web site and to those of the other participating and allied Teachers Institutes. The full texts of almost all the units written
between 1978 and 2004, plus an Index and Guide to these units, are thus available online to teachers in New Haven and elsewhere. Information about the
New Haven Institute (its brochures and most recent Annual Reports) is also
available, as is the text of its periodical On Common Ground, which contains
articles regarding school-university partnerships and is intended for a national
audience. Many of these publications, including PDF and HTML versions of
the periodical, are available on the National Web site. The National site also
features news from the League of Teachers Institutes and about the Teachers
Institutes bill in Congress.
The Institute has created a "guestbook" on its Web sites, in order to invite
comments and suggestions from those who have visited the site. The new Web
site for the Yale National Initiative also invites e-mail comments on specific
curriculum units and provides forms on which may be entered information
concerning teachers and schools. In recent years the New Haven site has been
used by more and more people in many parts of this country and abroad —
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This Web site has
been visited by
approximately 3.8
million different persons. Approximately
870,000 visited
during 2004.

Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute Web site located at www.yale.edu/ynhti.

teachers from both public and private schools (including Fellows from other
Teachers Institutes in the National Demonstration Project and the Yale
National Initiative), school and university administrators, parents, volunteers,
university professors, high school students, graduate students, librarians, military personnel, home schoolers, local policy-makers, and others conducting
research or having an interest in education. We estimate that from its inauguration in June 1998 through December 2004, this Web site has been visited by
approximately 3.8 million different persons. Of these, approximately 870,000
visited during 2004. The site registered some 6.1 million hits during the year.
In 2004 we continued to hear from educators from many countries. A partial list would include elementary and secondary school teachers, university
professors, college students and researchers from Argentina, Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Ethiopia, France, Ghana, Greece, India, Indonesia, Iran, Jamaica,
Latvia, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, the Philippines, Russia, South Africa,
Switzerland, Tanzania, and the United Kingdom. (The partial list for 2003 also
included Austria, China, Germany, Israel, Trinidad and Tobago, the United
Arab Emirates, and Vietnam.)

The comments that
these online visitors
submitted are an
indication of one way
that the Institute is
participating in
Yale's globalization.

The comments that these online visitors submitted were overwhelmingly
favorable, and an indication of one way that the Institute is participating in
Yale's globalization. An instructor at Russia's Sakhalin State University called
the Institute's Web site "very interesting and useful for my work." A teacher at
a Pakistani Army public school and science college said, "This is wonderful in
all respects. I like all the matter present on the site." Pursuing a master's degree
in English literature, a student at Tribhuwan University in Nepal sought information about the poetry of Langston Hughes. African history was the interest
of a teacher at Jamaica's Edna Manley College of the Visual and Performing
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Arts; he wrote "Good piece on the Ashanti nation. Good class exercise. Keep
it up." A music teacher from Saskatchewan said, "You have very exciting materials and curriculum guides." Writing from Aristotle University in
Thessaloniki, Greece, a member of the medical faculty commented, "Very well
prepared and organized lessons, useful both for students and teachers.
Congratulations!"
From Argentina, a college professor wrote, "I have to lecture on multicultural societies and that is why I reached your site, which I found very interesting," while a Brazilian university colleague said, "That's a very important
Web page. I like it very much." A Ghanaian undergraduate came to harvest "a
real field of learning." Visitors from South Africa ranged from a writer and
developer of school textbooks — who praised the "wonderful resource materials" on the site — to a graduate student at the University of the Western Cape
and the director of a language school at the University of Transkei.
Our correspondents from India came from the states of Kerala and
Maharashtra as well as New Delhi. A faculty member at the National Institute
of Technology in Calicut described the site as "helpful and informative" while
a student at the Pune Institute of Engineering and Technology found it "very
exciting." A student from Jawaharlal Nehru University — one of Yale's major
partners in its globalization initiative — observed: "I just came across this Web
site and was really interested to know more about it. It is a wonderful Web site
for students who plan to make teaching a profession."
From around the United States came similar statements. Within New
Haven itself, a first-year teacher at Hillhouse High School "found the Web site
very helpful and interesting" after his mentor teacher — Burt Saxon, a fivetime Institute Fellow and Connecticut's Teacher of the Year for 2004-05 —
spoke with him about the program. A teacher in Massachusetts commented,
"We service children coming into the Newton schools from Boston through the
METCO program and neighborhood children of color. We have been writing
curriculum for a special program. Your Web site has been extremely helpful."
Another, from St. Augustine High School in Florida, said, "I found your curriculum study on Willa Cather's My Antonia to be extremely varied and helpful with my 10th grade honor students. I especially appreciated the essay questions and the notes. Thank you!" A teacher certified in Pennsylvania wrote, "I
am taking the praxis for New Jersey certification in two weeks. Your site has
been so very helpful." A teacher at the New England Institute of Technology in
Warwick, Rhode Island called the site, "A gold mine of teaching resources."
An educational consultant from Daly City, California had a similar reaction:
"Thank you for providing an outstanding resource for teachers." An art educator of alternative high school students in Sanborn, New York wrote, "I was
lucky enough to find the Institute Web site and I am excited by the titles listed
in the curriculum resources section. I know I will be inspired by the site and
thank you in advance for sharing such a quality resource." A member of the
faculty at the City University of New York said simply, "Great!"
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“I've used several
lesson plans from
your site and they
were wonderful. You
inspired (and, in some
ways, saved) me.”
—Teacher from
San Francisco

A veteran teacher in Corona, California wrote, "Excellent work. You are
providing an invaluable service to the educational community," while a new
teacher in San Francisco commented, "I've used several lesson plans from your
site and they were wonderful. You inspired (and, in some ways, saved)me in my
first year as a intern teacher." A pre-service teacher at Portland State University
in Oregon wrote, "The lesson and unit plans are great. I am using them as ideagenerators in planning some of my unit and lesson plans. Thank you!" A Chicago
high school teacher said, "Fantastic resources. Thoughtful, well rounded curriculum plans easily adaptable across grade levels." Also at the high school level,
a teacher in Juncos, Puerto Rico said, "Your work is great. It has inspired me to
keep up the struggle to teach under such harsh circumstances. God bless you all."
A Columbus, Ohio teacher remarked, "I have had the pleasure of indirectly finding your resources and have loved them each time. What a great partnership you
have and an impressive program. I enjoy your work (online) immensely!" And
two Virginia teachers — from Virginia Beach and Newport News, respectively
— had the following comments: "I found the Web site to be very informative and
helpful. I wish I had found this site earlier," and "Your Web site delivered exactly what I was looking for in curriculum units."
As the previous passages suggest, the comments about the Institute's Web
site addressed many disciplines of study. From Louisiana's Northwestern State
University, a faculty member responded, "This is a really great site. I appreciate the resources that your site offers English teachers everywhere. You have
really helped with my transformation from taking literature classes to teaching
literature classes." A Hastings, Michigan teacher said, "I just began teaching
debate and drama to seventh and eighth graders. In developing my curriculum,
I have found your Web site incredibly helpful and extensive. We do not have
anything of this nature in Michigan and I am glad to see something of this
nature available to people outside your area." Teaching in Chesterfield,
Missouri, one correspondent wrote, "As I was searching for some ideas for
middle-school writing projects, I found your site. The article on writing autobiographies was very helpful. Thank you!" A teacher at the BatesburgLeesville Middle School in South Carolina said, "The units that I have looked
at have been extremely useful. I teach Industrial Technology and Applied
Physics to middle school students. Your participating teachers at this site have
written some very useful material for me. Glad I came across it and will share
this site with other technology teachers through our newsletter." Teaching
Spanish in South Carolina, one correspondent spoke of a unit on 'Cultural
Aspects of Spanish in America' and called it "such a wonderful site, full of
information, so useful to us teachers." A teacher in Ripley, Tennessee
exclaimed, "I'm looking forward to using 'Poetry for the Elementary
Classroom.' I've been hunting down the poems all weekend and set my librarian to work on Monday. If the rest of site contains material like this, I'll be surfing it all night!" From a tutor in Huntington Beach, California: "I found the lesson plans for the Vietnam War excellent. I look forward to viewing other lesson plans and information the site offers." From Jeffersonville, Indiana: "This
is an excellent resource. I teach language arts and social studies to seventh
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graders." An independent school teacher in Raleigh, North Carolina said, "I'm
teaching high school lit for the first time, having taught only college composition. Your section on Oedipus Rex is going to be a huge help to me. Thanks!"
A public school teacher from Brunswick, Georgia wrote, "I have used your site
many times for unit ideas. I enjoy the thematic units that combine all facets of
English/language arts instruction and promote critical thinking and application." And a Falcon, Colorado teacher added, "Outstanding! I've been given a
position in 6th grade science and math, with a book of objectives/standards but
no supplies or printed teacher support. You are setting me up for a fantastic
year in a new program!"
A number of community college students and faculty expressed their
appreciation. From Tacoma Community College: "I am pleased to find that
these upper-level institutions are working towards unifying the field of public
and private educational resources. Thank you. Keep up the good work!" From
Allen County Community College in Kansas came these words: "It's a great
site; I found a lot of the information I was looking for, for my research paper.
Thank you very much." And a teacher at Kingwood College in Texas wrote, "I
appreciate your online assistance with teaching literature!"
From across the state of Texas alone, many more laudatory messages
arrived. A public school teacher in San Antonio (and a graduate of Trinity
University) said of the Web site, "I have found that it is an amazing resource.
I look forward to seeing more and hearing more about it." Also from San
Antonio came these reactions: "This is great work. I teach at a private school
that is the laboratory school for the Education department at a Catholic
University. I have passed this Web site along to the university faculty in hopes
our partnership might become something like this"; and (from a public middleschool teacher) "I have been using ideas from your excellent curriculum units
for six years. They are wonderful! Thank you!!!" A "librarian and homeschooling mom" in Little Elm wrote, "Great! I am doing a program on the Red
Badge of Courage at my library and needed ideas for activities. Your site was
a big help!" Similarly, the parent of a student at Austin's McNeil High School
commented, "It was very informative. My son had to do a research project on
the impact of Hoover's administrative policies on America's morale during the
early years of the Great Depression." A teacher at Austin's Khabele School
wrote, "These lesson plans are great. Just reading over some of the resources
on this site has sent my mind reeling with ideas." A teacher in Corpus Christi
said, "Great site. I look forward to using more of your materials." An Irving
teacher wrote, "I've looked at three lesson plan sets — Brown v. Board of
Topeka, Constitution and Censorship, and creation/genetics. All three are outstanding for what I need." And an education major at the University of
Houston responded, "I love the materials available here. I am inspired!"
The "guestbook" also contains some intriguing surprises. A counselor in
Zuni, New Mexico consulted the Web site in the cause of "developing 'learning
centers' for high at-risk adolescents grades 7-12. I am particularly interested in
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utilizing music, social studies, video, and literature." A teacher/counselor at a
parochial school in Balgo, Washington said, "The choices are wide and the
learning offered in the curriculum units is impressive. The detail, the depth of
ideas and the variety." The chair of the Racial Reconciliation Institute of the
Union of Black Episcopalians wrote to obtain permission to use unit on the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, for an event that included the leader of the Diocese of
South Africa as well as the mayor of Cincinnati. From elsewhere in Ohio, a Yale
graduate now working as a public school teacher in Columbus remarked, "I
think the site is fabulous. As a former Yale student I think it is critical that Yale
continue to reach out to the greater community, offering resources and listening
to the many wise and creative voices beyond the walls of the institution itself.
Bravo!" And a self-described "ex-librarian and current volunteer tutor" in
University Heights said discovering the Web site "was like winning the lottery."
Clearly the curriculum units prepared by Fellows of the Yale-New Haven
Teachers Institute continue to demonstrate their usefulness in many different
ways for teachers who are engaged within a wide range of subjects and who
have received many kinds of preparation.
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Local Advisory Groups
Steering Committee
A Steering Committee, composed of school teachers who have played leading roles in the Institute at various times since its inception, has responsibility for long-range planning and the implementation of pilot and other new
activities of the Institute. Members of the Steering Committee are selected
by the Institute Director. A Steering Committee member must be — and must
intend to continue as — a teacher in one of New Haven's public schools. By
agreeing to serve as a Steering Committee member, a teacher accepts the following responsibilities. Each member:

Michael Marsland

• Exerts leadership and participates actively in one or more of the
following areas: establishment and development of Institute
Centers for Professional and Curriculum Development in specific schools; dissemination of system-wide curricula drawing on
Institute curriculum units, in print and electronic form; support
for the teachers serving as school Representatives and in other
leadership roles; evaluation of the Institute's pilot effort to better
involve and support new teachers; and facilitation of collegial
relations with other teachers and school administrators throughout the district.
• Attends and comes prepared to meetings twice monthly and takes
professional days when needed to carry out these responsibilities.

A Steering Committee
has responsibility for
long-range planning
and the implementation of pilot and
other new activities
of the Institute.

Steering Committee meeting. (Left to right: Steering Committee members Carolyn N.
Kinder and David DeNaples; Associate Director Josiah H. Brown; and Steering Committee
members Jean E. Sutherland and Pedro Mendia-Landa.)
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• Participates as an Institute Fellow in the spring and summer following selection as a Steering Committee member.
The members of the Steering Committee during 2004 were David
DeNaples of Wilbur Cross High School through July, Sandra Friday of
Wilbur Cross Annex High School beginning in September, Carolyn N.
Kinder of Sheridan Middle School, Pedro Mendia-Landa of Columbus
Family Academy, and Jean E. Sutherland of Beecher Elementary School. The
Steering Committee exercises teacher leadership in each sphere of Teachers
Institute work. The Committee focused during the year on the Institute
Centers for Curriculum and Professional Development, the implementation
of the seminars for 2004 as well as planning for 2005, the involvement of
new teachers and evaluation of their Institute experience, and the cultivation
of teacher leadership within the Institute.
As described earlier in this report, with guidance from the Steering
Committee and a special survey the Committee developed, in 2004 the
Institute concluded a three-year pilot effort to identify and inform new teachers about the program — a pilot whose success led the Institute to continue
such action on a permanent basis. Working with the Representatives, the
Steering Committee considered how the Institute can also assist teachers at
various other stages of their professional development in meeting state and
district requirements. The Committee encouraged the emergence of new
Center teams at a number of schools and worked closely with the
Representatives who were serving in that capacity for the first time, circulating a needs-assessment late in the fall to gauge progress since the orientation that Committee members had led early in September.

The aim was to
ensure that both new
and prospective New
Haven teachers were
well aware of the
opportunities for
curricular and
professional
development that the
Institute affords.

With encouragement from the Steering Committee, Associate Director
Josiah H. Brown continued to visit elementary, middle and high schools
across the city and — often joined by Institute Fellows — made presentations at the invitation of school principals. Along with Fellows, he also spoke
on the Institute's behalf at the district's Open House for prospective teachers
on January 8 and at its Teacher Visitation Day on April 29. Those events
were opportunities to demonstrate the Institute's potential for helping to
attract, as well as to develop and retain, qualified teachers in the district. On
other occasions, Brown attended an orientation session for the district's new
teachers at which he and several Fellows introduced them to the Institute,
and spoke with faculty and teachers-in-training at universities such as
Southern Connecticut State. The aim was to ensure that both new and
prospective New Haven teachers were well aware of the opportunities for
curricular and professional development that the Institute affords — opportunities not available to teachers in other Connecticut districts. On some of
these occasions, Steering Committee members joined Brown in joint presentations.
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University Advisory Council
Yale faculty members advise and assist the Institute through the University
Advisory Council and its Executive Committee, both appointed by the Yale
President. (For members of these bodies, see Appendix.) The Advisory
Council guides the general direction of the program and acts as a course-ofstudy committee so that the Institute can certify Fellows' work to institutions
where they may be pursuing advanced degrees. The Council also advises the
Yale President on the Institute and, more generally, on matters concerning the
University's involvement with the schools locally and with public elementary
and secondary education nationally.
The University Advisory Council meets once each year, the Executive
Committee at least once each semester. The co-chairs of the Council communicate frequently with the Director between meetings. Members of the
Executive Committee and the Steering Committee meet jointly from time to
time to share information about their respective activities and to explore appropriate ways of working together.

Michael Marsland

During 2004 the Executive Committee met in February, May, and
November. At the February meeting the Executive Committee formally
approved the Institute's seminars for 2004. It also discussed the status of our
national plans and the agenda for the Council meeting that would be held on
May 4. The May 18 Executive Committee meeting reviewed results of the
University Advisory Council meeting held two weeks before, as well as the
procedure for certification of Fellows' course of study, the Yale National

The Council advises
the Yale President on
the Institute and,
more generally, on
matters concerning
the University's
involvement with the
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with public elementary
and secondary
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University Advisory Council meeting, May 2004. (Clockwise from left: Margot Fassler, Kurt
W. Zilm, Donald M. Engelman, Director James R. Vivian, Mary E. Miller, Thomas R. Whitaker,
Jon H. Butler, Dudley Andrew, Traugott Lawler, Paul H. Fry, James A. Bundy, Bruce D.
Alexander, Jonathan D. Spence, John P. Wargo, Associate Director Josiah H. Brown, Sharon
M. Oster, Murray J. Biggs, Richard C. Levin, and Roberto González Echevarría.)
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Initiative to strengthen teaching in public schools, and fundraising. The
November meeting dealt with the New Haven program conducted in 2004, that
program's needs for funding in the sciences for future years, the procedure for
certification of course of study, promotion of the Yale National Initiative through
various media, and plans for Co-Chair Mary Miller and James Vivian to hold an
informational meeting with the new Yale Provost, Andrew Hamilton.
On May 4, the full University Advisory Council held its eleventh annual
meeting with President Levin. The meeting was called to order by Co-Chair
Roberto González Echevarría, who stated its primary purposes: (1) to discuss
the potential advantages and disadvantages of Federal legislation for advancing the Institute's work nationally; and (2) to consider the role of the Institute
in the globalization of the University.
James R. Vivian then gave a brief report summarizing the Institute's 26th
year of operation in New Haven and its final preparations for the Yale National
Initiative. He mentioned the five seminars led in 2003 by Dudley Andrew, John
Demos, Paul Fry, Daniel Prober, and John Wargo and also the five seminars
then underway in 2004. Vivian noted the Institute's continuing emphasis on
recruiting individuals who are in their first year of teaching in New Haven, and
on exploring how it can provide both collegial support and practical assistance
as they enter teaching. It hopes in this way to reinforce the role it has historically played in retaining individuals in teaching in New Haven.

Michael Marsland

Vivian stated that the Institute has largely completed the preparation
phase for the National Initiative. He reviewed the past four years of activity

University Advisory Council meeting, May 2004. (Left to right: Dudley Andrew, Jon H. Butler,
Paul H. Fry, Traugott Lawler, and James A. Bundy.)
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undertaken with the Council's assistance. Among the chief accomplishments in
the past year, he said, is the development of a final version of the
Understandings and Necessary Procedures for the establishment of new
Teachers Institutes, based in part on advice received from the directors of the
Pittsburgh Teachers Institute and the Houston Teachers Institute. He also
described three evaluations of the National Demonstration Project now completed. The Pittsburgh Teachers Institute commissioned an evaluation carried
out by Cornerstone Evaluation Associates and the Director of Undergraduate
Research at Carnegie Mellon University. The Houston Teachers Institute commissioned an evaluation carried out by two professors of the Department of
Sociology at the University of Houston. The Institute itself commissioned an
evaluation of the entire National Demonstration Project, carried out by Rogers
Smith, now Professor and Chair of Political Science at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Vivian provided the Council with copies of Roger Smith's final report
entitled "To Motivate My Students," which the Institute has begun to disseminate. Smith concludes that "The Institute approach significantly strengthens
teachers in all five major dimensions of teacher quality." Successful Teachers
Institutes have demanding requirements, he writes, "but the National
Demonstration Project has shown clearly that they can be met and that everywhere they are met, the quality of teaching in America's schools can be significantly improved."
A new booklet on the National Initiative, Vivian said, will contain the
Understandings and Necessary Procedures for establishing an Institute, together with a summary of the findings of the three evaluations. The booklet, published later in 2004, contains information about the League of Teachers
Institutes formed by the National Initiative, as well as instructions and forms
for developing new Teachers Institutes.
Vivian also noted that, following through on the Council's encouragement
for the Institute to expand its use of technology, it has developed a new Web
site for the National Initiative. This Web site already contains the material that
will be published in the new booklet, the three evaluations that have been carried out, the Institute's periodical On Common Ground, and other publications.
Educators and others may search the curriculum units teachers have written at
all the Institutes and may submit, for possible posting, comments on the units
they have used. The Web site also contains frequently updated feature stories
on the National Initiative and news items from each of the League's Institutes.
The entire contents of the Web site, including two videotape programs and two
books on the Institute, have also been placed on a new interactive CD-ROM
that will aid the dissemination of information to schools and colleges and universities around the country. The many books, videos, and essays that were
shipped in 1997 in large boxes to cities exploring the establishment of an
Institute are now contained on a CD-ROM the size of a business card, which
Vivian distributed to the Council.
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Vivian then described the continued growth of the Yale-New Haven
Teachers Institute Web site, which remains one of the most popular of the some
1,400 sites on the main University server. During 2003 its popularity grew:
more than 800,000 different persons visited that Web site, and it registered
about 5.5 million hits. The guestbook shows that it was used by many educators from the United States and from other countries. (See the section of this
report on the Web sites for further information on the 6.1 million hits registered
by 870,000 unique visitors in 2004.) In this way and others, the Institute
already is participating in the globalization of the University — the subject to
which the discussion then turned.
Vivian noted that numerous Institute seminars and curriculum units
teachers have written address topics about international affairs as well as the
history, culture, literature, art, geography, and politics of various countries and
areas of the world. In addition, he and others have met with educators and policy makers from other countries to explain the Institute approach and explore
its potential application in their countries. As early as 1987, Vivian met with
her Majesty's School Inspectors of the United Kingdom who were visiting the
United States under the auspices of the U.S. Information Agency. In 1991, he
gave a day-long seminar at the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching to Madame Hao-Keming, Director-General of the National Center
for Education Development, and the State Education Commissioners of the
People's Republic of China. More recently the Institute has received visits
from representatives of the Danish Ministry of Education and from Okayama
University in Japan. In recent years it has disseminated information also to
educators in Greece, Brazil, Finland, Israel, and Venezuela.
National Seminars
will resume in 2005.
Teachers participating in these seminars
will be nominated by
existing Teachers
Institutes, school
districts developing
Teachers Institutes,
and other districts
wishing to explore
the Institute
approach.

With regard to the Yale National Initiative, Vivian stated that during the
past year he has found foundations and companies in many cities across the
country receptive to helping to establish Teachers Institutes for their home communities. Meeting with local and regional funders has proved to be a promising
approach for encouraging the establishment of new Teachers Institutes. An
important way of cultivating interest in the Institute approach in such cities, he
said, will be a resumption of National Seminars held at Yale that were, for teachers, one of the most popular features of the National Demonstration Project. The
National Seminars will resume in 2005. Teachers participating in these seminars
will be nominated by existing Teachers Institutes, school districts developing
Teachers Institutes, and other districts wishing to explore the bearing of the
Institute approach on their professional development practices.
Further disseminating the Institute approach seems timely. A GAO
Report on Teacher Quality submitted to Congress in July 2003 concluded that
many states and local school districts view inadequacies in teacher professional development (particularly a lack of focus on content and insufficient rigor)
as a principal barrier to achieving the goals of the No Child Left Behind Act
that there be a highly qualified teacher in all core subject classrooms. States
indicated that they will spend about two-thirds of their Federal Title II funds
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on professional development, and this represents an important source of support for new Teachers Institutes. Other Federal funds are already available to
assist with the establishment and operation of Institutes, including the
Teaching American History Program in the Department of Education and NSF
research grants that contain outreach requirements.
Vivian also recounted his work during the past year on legislation for a
grants program that would establish Teachers Institutes in states throughout the
nation. Known as the Teacher Professional Development Institutes Act, this legislation would be included in Title II of the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act. It, too, is timely, for it complements the teacher quality provisions
of the No Child Left Behind Act and would provide Federal funding for colleges
and universities to enter partnerships to strengthen teaching of subjects in the sciences and the humanities in the nation's schools. The Institutes to be established
would follow the approach that has been successfully implemented in other cities
during the National Demonstration Project. The $30 million the legislation
would authorize to be expended over five years would provide for the creation
of as many as eight Teachers Institutes each year, so that by the fifth year there
would be an exemplary Institute operating in as many as 40 states. These
Institutes would enable state and local education policy makers throughout the
United States to examine the usefulness of our innovative and tested approach
for their policies and practices for teacher professional development.
Vivian concluded by saying that the New Haven program continues as a
strong example of the Institute approach which, as the new studies and evaluations show, has been successfully implemented in other cities. We have developed additional means of disseminating that approach and its tangible curricular products throughout the United States and globally. And we have identified
existing and potential sources of support for establishing new Teachers
Institutes around the country.
Co-Chair Mary Miller then opened discussion on the first of the two
questions put before the Council at this meeting by asking: What appear to be
the potential advantages and disadvantages of Federal legislation for advancing the Institute's work nationally? Questions posed about the Federal legislation included the following:
"What does it mean for the Institute to be a model?" Mary Miller
answered that all funding would be to institutions in the several states. We
would hope, however, to run National Seminars with Pittsburgh and Houston.
(Indeed four National Seminars in New Haven are planned for 2005.) James
Vivian added that the bill would authorize the Department of Education to contract with existing Teachers Institutes to provide technical assistance.
"Isn't there some risk of diluting the product? What monitoring or control
would be possible?" President Levin answered that we have a history of successful monitoring and control over the past eight years. James Vivian added
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that the League of Teachers Institutes would also provide some inducement to
remain true to the model, for it would require that a "full member" of the
League would accept the Understandings and Necessary Procedures.
"How could the National Seminars be genuinely exemplary? Wouldn't
selected National Fellows be better prepared and more committed to a shorter
seminar than the New Haven Fellows are to a longer seminar?" Several people
who had led seminars granted the differences but pointed out that the National
Fellows have been, and would surely be in the future, vigorous apostles of the
model in other cities.
Mary Miller then turned to the second question: What should be the role
of the Institute internationally in the globalization of the University?
Cautionary and encouraging statements included the following:
We should be aware that there are two major differences between
American schools and those elsewhere: technical training is better in certain
other countries, and most primary and secondary education is very narrowly
focused. There might therefore be less opportunity, and less interest, in an
Institute program — at least for the average teacher. Yet, it was noted, there
may be some areas — China, South Africa, and Eastern Europe, for example
— that are rethinking what education should consist of. An Institute program
might be relevant there.

Michael Marsland

When it was questioned whether the emphasis of the Teachers Institute
might be too local for any substantial interest abroad, it was asserted that studies

University Advisory Council meeting, May 2004. (Left to right: Sharon M. Oster, Murray J.
Biggs, Daniel E. Prober, Richard C. Levin, Roberto González Echevarría, Robert J. Wyman,
Gary L. Haller, and Werner P. Wolf.)
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in American culture are very attractive in foreign cultures — and that many seminar topics were in some respects "global." It was suggested that a useful project
might be to bring from abroad a Fellow to a local seminar. Perhaps each seminar could have one global participant. Several members of the Council found this
an attractive suggestion, and proposed that it might be broadened to include
Fellows from other cities in this nation. It was also urged, however, that we think
carefully through the financial burden that such a project would entail.
Another suggestion was that we might develop seminars that were in
principle transferable to other parts of the world — a series of seminars that
would be explicitly or implicitly global in focus, e.g., environmental studies.
Discussion returned to the question of the narrow focus of primary and
secondary education in other countries: What would a Fellow from abroad
actually be able to do upon returning home? Several answers were proposed:
We should emphasize the "process" not just the "product" — and the process
might encourage changes in a foreign educational system. This led to the suggestion that the Institute might better proselytize educational bureaucracies
rather than the line teachers. One might bring university people — from China,
for example — to talk about the relation between universities and schools.
President Levin said that this could be seen as an aspect of what was already a
topic in the discussion of globalization at Yale: the university and the community. Several members thought that it would be useful to explore the possibility of establishing connections with educational leaders abroad.
The Council concluded its discussion with a reminder that the work in
New Haven is of primary importance — but that its success will not be diminished if we continue to look elsewhere for expanded opportunities. The local
and the national work have proven to be mutually reinforcing, and further
international explorations could be similarly fruitful. The national work has
provided opportunities for New Haven teachers and Yale faculty members to
learn about the educational landscape in other communities. It has made us
better at explaining the Institute approach, and more certain of its value. And
the National Initiative continues to draw attention and support to the Yale-New
Haven program that it would not otherwise receive. This has only strengthened
our resolve to make our work in New Haven the best possible example of the
Institute approach.
Later in May, at the recommendation of the Executive Committee,
President Levin appointed Sabatino Sofia to join Mary Miller and Roberto
González Echevarría as a Co-Chair of the Council for a five-year term through
2009. President Levin also invited Mary Miller to continue as Co-Chair for an
extended period through her current term on the Council in 2006.
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FINANCIAL PLANS
For the local program, the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute is currently
seeking funds that might be used for seminars in either the humanities or the
sciences. Its major long-term need is for an endowment that would provide
continuing support for seminars in the sciences. The existing endowment for
the Teachers Institute is limited to support for seminars in the humanities, and
the teachers' expressed need for seminars in the sciences remains strong. In
December the William Randolph Hearst Foundations made an endowment
grant of $150,000 for the Institute's work in the sciences — an important step
toward a permanent science endowment to complement the humanities endowment.

The Teachers Institute
has developed a plan
for a fourteen-year
continuing initiative.

On the national level, the Teachers Institute has developed a plan for a
fourteen-year continuing initiative, to be known as the Yale National Initiative,
that will establish as many as 45 additional Teachers Institutes throughout the
nation. The Yale National Initiative has included a two-year Preparation Phase,
which began in 2002 and will be followed by a twelve-year Implementation
Phase. Support for the Preparation Phase was made possible in part by a grant
from the Jessie Ball duPont Fund.
During the Implementation Phase, funds will be needed to:
• provide continuing support for a national League of Teachers
Institutes, with appropriate staff and technical support;
• provide renewable Implementation Grants for the participating
Teachers Institutes already established, in order to assure their viability, their scaling-up to serve their own urban sites, and their contribution to the process of establishing new Teachers Institutes;
• enable the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute and, to some extent,
the other participating Institutes, to make initial contacts, carry out
visits to interested sites, offer National Seminars, maintain an annual Intensive Session in New Haven, and organize Annual
Conferences;
• sustain the publication of On Common Ground, which will serve as
a means of disseminating information about the progress and
results of the National Initiative; and
• provide nine-to-twelve-month Planning Grants and three-year
renewable Implementation Grants to the new Teachers Institutes
being established.
Funds will also be needed to provide research and technological assistance for the national League of Teachers Institutes.
The funding described above might best be provided by a partnership
between Yale University and one or more major foundations, which would
work with us in accomplishing the plan. That funding might be supplemented
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as necessary by other major grants or lesser grants. The grants might be administered by the partnership, by individual foundations, or by the office of the
Director of the Yale National Initiative. The projected cost for the entire Yale
National Initiative is 63.8 million dollars. A detailed break-down of that figure
is included in the document prepared by the Institute: "Strengthening Teaching
in America's Schools: A Proposal to Replicate Nationally the Successes of the
Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute."
In June United States Senators Joseph Lieberman and Christopher Dodd,
and Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro of New Haven, introduced the Teacher
Professional Development Institutes Act, which complements the No Child
Left Behind Act's provisions for teacher quality by enabling the creation over
five years of as many as 40 additional Teachers Institutes throughout the country. The legislation is modeled on the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute, and
its enactment would provide a tremendous boost to the National Initiative. The
Senators and the Congresswoman are seeking bipartisan co-sponsors and supporters of this legislation from all regions, especially from those states and
cities that already have, or are exploring the establishment of, Teachers
Institutes.
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CONCLUSION
In 2004 the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute continued its New Haven program undiminished while announcing the Yale National Initiative to strengthen teaching in public schools, which is based on the efficacy of the New Haven
program and the success of its National Demonstration Project.
Operating in New Haven for the 27th consecutive year, the Teachers
Institute conducted a program of five seminars for local Fellows, nearly half of
whom participated for the first time. The Institute continued both a pilot effort
to involve and support teachers new to New Haven and its Centers for
Professional and Curriculum Development in certain schools. The Institute
expanded its online capacity through a second Web site that contains additional curricular resources as well as information about the New Haven work and
the National Initiative. In these and other ways, the Institute supported the
school district's efforts to prepare and retain well-qualified teachers, and to
develop resources to help implement school plans that address district goals.
The Institute looks ahead to maintaining its local vigor and extending its
national influence as a tested model of high-quality professional development
for teachers that has been shown to improve student achievement. The Institute
is seeking funds to continue the Yale National Initiative, which aspires to
establish as many as 45 new Teachers Institutes in states across the nation.
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